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ABSTRACT

An experimental- investigation of the structure of

steady, axisymmetric, incompressible developing turbul-ent

pipe flow was undertaken. Profile measurements of the

mean U velocity component exhibited nonasymptotic develop-

ment. A u component peak which exceeded more developed

val-ues occurred along the pipe centerline. The Reynolds

number behavior of the peak was d.etermined. Hot wire

measurements of turbulent energy and shear gtress Spectra

and the terms in the axisyame Lri-c Reynolds stress tensor

were taken for a Reynolds number of 54900, based on bulk

velocity and pipe radius. Contour plots were generated

from the survey of the mean and turbulence field.s. The

resul-ts i^Iere compared with previous evidence for nonasymptoti-c

deyeloþment. The nonasymptotic turbulent field behavior

appeared to be a response ,to the mean flow devetopment. The

terms appearing in the mean turbulent energy balance equation

were cal-culated and their behavior over the developing flow

field WaS presented in contour form. The complex development

of smal-l magni.tude energy balance terms which are often

neglected was exhibited by the contouring procedure. contour-

ing indicated the importance of the boundary layer inter-

face for the nonaslrmptotic development. Hot wire measure-

ments of statistical- moments of u and v plus quadrant samp-

ling of the Reynolds stress were presented for thi-s region.
1".
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These measurements and the analysis of osci l-loscope photo-

graphs of individual eyents were consistent with previous

models. The presence of velocity flucLuations in the core,

rl pnt hlrl cres - L thewhich were induced by turbulent bulges, suggested tha

turbulent-nonturbulent interface acted as a contraction

surface for the core flow, causing it to accelerate
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General- Backgrqund

The sirnplest example of a completely wal-l- bounded f1ow,

and perhaps the nost commonly occurring in practise, is the

f l-ow f n a clrcular .plpe. When l-aminar f low enters a pipe

and is of high enough Rey'no1ds number or is artificially

tripped, an annular turbulent boundary layer begins to grow

from the. wall-s of the pipe. After sufficient enbry length

the thickening turbulent boundary layer completely fills

the pipe and eventually the flow structure becomes indepen-.

dent of downstream position. Generally, the fulty devetoped

structure occurs afte,r about 60 pipe diameters.

The importance of deyeloping turbulerrt fl-ows is two-

fol-d. Bounded deyeloping fl-ows exist f.n virtually all

turbomachinery, therefore their importance from an engi-neer-

---! L: ^-^^t Fa ^--ang oesagn point of view is self-evident. Transitional- fl-ow
-";:¡ _'; :' ::' '
..: .i._-.::.:.:.

. .._:._ - _:.

in pipes is of special importance for the design of hydraulic ,- ,i.,:'' '':: .:_:

'tt 

".'tit 

t't'" 
'piping systems, tubular heat exchangers and. both wind and "' ,

water tunnel test faci-l-ittes. From a basic scientific point

eneral maY be betterof view, the dynamics of turbul-ence in g

understood by observi-,ng how the turbulent boundary layer ,r,..r:..'jij

eyofves and interacts

A great deal òf experLmental and analytical effo.rt has

been directed towards the futly developed region, where the
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turbulent energy transf,ef proces.ses arye in dynalni.c equi-

llbrium. The experinental- work on the developing region

is somewhat meage,r in co4lparison. The flow development

inyolyes the complex i:ntef actl.on of many' terms. An analy-

tfcal treatment of the deyeloplng reglon is difficul-t since

many terms'which become zero in the mean ln the full-y

developed region must be considered. The.usual developing

flow model-s assume an asymptotic ffow development and a bound-

ar:y layer structure analogous to the flat plate bound.ary

layer. Var1ous techniques have been suggested to handle the

interacbion of the merging boundary layer. The most recent

is simple super-posltJ-on. To date, numerical solUtions have

not been based on detailed experi.mentalty determined d'ata.

It is remarl<able that so Ilttle experi-mental data is

avail-able to provide lhe appropriate boundary conditions and

checks for the numerical work. The inadequacy of the anafytic

ome evldent as more exPerimentaland numerical- work has become evldent as

results become available.' In particular, experimental- results

on bounded flows lndicate a nonasymptotic development of the

mean fl-ow which was not predicted by the numericaf work.

Sj-nce the equations for the turbulent ffow are non-linear,

the association between the observed mean fl-ow nonasymptotic

development and the beh?.viour of turbul-ence quantities is

difficult to anticipate. Smal-1 magnitude quantities may

have a bearing on the developing ftow structure and shoufd



not be overlooked. Further insight into the physics of

the nonfi,near turbulence problem may be gained by the com-

parison of the.relative behaviors of the various Lurbulent

quantltÍes with the mean fl-ow in the developing region.

1.2 Obi ective.s and .Scope , ., ..
-.: -. .'

+ñ^ñ+^r ,'^h1r 'l' '

Tl-ro nr.imâr'y objectiye. of the experimental- work which
I IIV

follows was to characteri.ze the mean and. turbulent fields ,'¡lr;,,,

, for the steady, axisynmetric, incompressible, deveroping

flow in a pipe. An examination of both the survey results

andthespecia1izedmeasurementsattheturbu1ent_'1aminar i

. bo.undary layer interface has led to an experimentally basecl i

model for the flow development mechanism.'\

. In many respects the work presented in this dissert-

ation represents an outgrowth and extension of the exper-

imental work initiated in I97Z while the author was proceed-

ing towards the degree of Master of Science. The Master of

Science thesis (Reichert t LgT)l) deatt with various techniques

fôr the measurement of wa1l shrear stress. 'l'he use oI'

measurement'techniques in turbulent pipe flow suggested a

nonasymptotic deyelopment. In particular, wal-l shear stress

meas'urements made with a fl-ush mounted hot film probe hlere

observed to undershoot fully deyeloped values in the

entrance region. Pressure tube measurelnents of the axial-

component of the mean vetoeity were taken as a result of
ll:;ir.
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these observations. The most apparent features of the

mean axial velocity on the pi-pe axis and near the wal-l

were reported in conjunction with the wall shear stress

measurements

The present work bggan with a detailed analysis of

the mean vel-ocity fi.eld based on the axial component

pressure tube measuremenbs. The Reynotds number depend-

ence of the positi-on and magnitude of the maj-n mean fl-ow

nonasymptotic feature was determined. An experimental

- L1^ ^program was undertaken to measure .bhe mean characteristics

of the developing turbulent fietd using hot wire techni-ques.

The behavior of each of the terms of the turbulent stress

tensor was d-etermined. These measurements ând the resufts

of computations of the tertns in the turbul-ent kinetic

energy balance equation have been presented in field con-

tour form. The aim of this form of presentation was to

make the spatial trends in the large amount of data easily

comprehensj-ble and to facil-itate the identlfication of

significant regions in the ffow-

some portions of the experi-mental- work were reported

ín the scientific l-iterature prior to the production of

this dissertation. In thÍs respeet this dissertation

attempts to provide a rej-teration and col]ection of the

results with more detai-ls and di-scussion.

-:- .r ;:^': :.:-: ifl _l{'r'l

¡,ri



The turbúl-ent-nonturbufent interface r¡ras identified
as a rggj-on of particular importance for the nonasymptotic

fl-ow behavior. A series of more specialized turbufence

^rere undertaken .to sbudy the detailed featuresmeasurements r^rere undertak

of this region which were beyond the resol-ution of the

contouring process. The behavior of these rater measure_

ments near the i-nterface has suggested a mechanism for the

nonasympbotic mean flow development. The nonasymptotic

development can be. viewed as an exampl-e of a lrnegati_ve

viscosity" phenomenon. A physical- understanding of this
more general cl-ass of fl-ow problems may be indicatecl by the

present :resul-ts.

'' '':

:': :,,¡.'.
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¿.u LITERATUIìB REYIE]^I

Some experinrentat data for developing, incompressible

turbulent pipe ftow has been preqented by Deissler (fglO)

in support of his numerica]. Work. However, the more recent

and most often quoted results due to Barbin and Jones (f963)

I ec1 a.vaifabte.are probably the mosE accurate and detaifed avail-able

Barbin and Jones h.ave reported mean J-ongitudinal velocity

profile measurements for a pipe length of 40 diameters and

for a Reynolds number of 194000 (based on pipe radius aqd

mean vefocity). Although fully developed flow may not have

been attained for this short pipe length, their centerline

velocity data exhibited a maximum development which exceeded

accepted fully develope.d values. This is in disagreement

with Deissfer's results which indicated asymptotic d.evelop-

ment. The earl-iest experimental- evj dence for nonasymptotie

pipe flow d.evelopment appeared in a study of the damping of

entrance region perburbations by Buyuktur (f961). This

study showed that the presence of large orifice plates at

the pipe enbrance greatly modified the flow development

In unobstructed fl-ow a mean Velocity maximum occurred along

the: pipe axis. When the flow was obstructed this mean

vel-ocity maximum disappeared. A similar study by Sharan

(1969) supports this finding:

No direct measurements of the Wall shear stress l^Iere

attempted by Barbin and Jones or Buyuktur, although Barbin



and Jones presentecl varues computed from static pressure

measuremenLs using a momentum bafance equal.ion. These

values shor,ved rapi cì asymptot,ic cleye1o1:ment of the rval-l

shear stre,ss r¡¡_LLhln L5 diameters f::om the -i-nl ei.. More

recentì ¡r MizusJrina et a1 ( r97o ) have usecl an electro-
chemical- technique to obtain skin friction coefficients
for aerielop-ing axis.vrnnetric f'row, but the results showecl

raLher large scatter. It i_s virLually im¡:ossible to
deternline dei;ails of the clownsti:eam velociiy profiì-e

developmenl, fron 1,heir u¡ork because tLle irrofile data

vlas normalized by the cenLerline vetocity. ReÍchertrs
(]97Lt) measurements of skin friction coefficients .using

Preston tube and hot f ilm te chniqr-res incli cated tha1, ,

contrary to Barbin and Jones resulLs, ilre skin friction
develops in a nonasymptoLic manner with mi-ni-mum values

in the reø'ì on 15 Lo 20 diarneters from tire entrance. Auv a Ð J f vt¡l ut¡

more detailed examination of the Barbin and Jones and

Mizusliirra eL ¿,il shear sLress resul-ts has been given by

Reichert (r924).

BarÌ¡1n ancl Jones rleasurements of tongituclinal and

!n*-^'^{ j ^r '"rbu}encc intensif y in 1,he devel oping re¿5ionu órr6u11 v LÕ,L u 11. tÞ _L Uy IIt t/tÌc Lt

of the ¿10 dj-ameLer pipe generally inclj cated asymptotic

rlor¡ol nnmenf In contrast - the yalues measnred near theuv v, p rrru

pipe exit exceecled i,aufer's (r954) full-y deveropecl values.

This may be evidence of a nonasymptotic development of



the turbul_ence fie.ld, however, the short pipe length was

inadequate to achi.eve fu1ly developed flow.. Detai]s of

the Reynolds stress measurements near the wal-1 al-so

inciicated nonasymptotic behavior. In view of the present

measurements these detaÍ1s appeared to be significant.

, Recently, Dean (r974) has presented experimental 
,

evidence for a "mean flow overshoot" in deveto.þing rect-

angular duct flow which agrees with duct flow measurements

by Byrne et a1 (1969). Preston tube measurements by

Dean indicated'that for the duct flow the wal-l shear stress

.exhibits a minlmum at about 20 duct heights from the

entrance. The trf ocusing effectrt af forded by the circular

cross-section of a pipe discussed by Sabot and compte-

Beltot ( 1.976 ) with respect to fully developed f low and' also

the absence of secondary flow.probably accounts for a more

prominent nonasymptotic development in a pipe ' :

Several investigators have attempted to obtain sotut-

ions for incompressibl-e turbulent flow development in

Lcts usinE num 'lues (e'8'r'Richmanpipes or ducts rising numerical- techni<

and Azad L973; Bradley and Cockrel]- L9T0; Bowlus and

Brighbon 1Ç68; Filippov Ig5B; Ross and l'rlhippany t956;

Holdhus en 1952; Latzko 1944). A brief but fairly complete

review of these studies has been presented by Tullis and

Irriang (I972) . Perhaps due to 'simplifying assumpt'ions or

inadequate boundary condition specifieations, none of i: ': .::l':
i'i:::¡i:r
. :: ...::
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the aboye numerical work successfully predicted non-

asymptotic behavior. Recent numerical work by Bradshaw

et al- (I973) , using nonasymptotic boundary conditions

supplied by Deanrs (1974) experimental- work, showed that

nonasymptotic mean ffow behravior coul-d be predicted for

two dimensional- interabting boundary layers. The method

used simple superposi-tion of computed stress profiles for

the interacting boundary- layers. Further, it was

assumed trrat the turbulence properties appearing in a

simplified form of the turbulent kinetic energy bal-ance

equation were uniquely rel-ated to the computed stress
' profiles. To date, a simi-lar analysis for pipe fl-ow, which

invol-ves a more complex form of boundary layer interaction,

has not appeared. A physical basis for the success of

the technique has not been adequately established.
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3.0 BXP.ERIMENTAL APPABATUS AND TECHNIQUE

3.1 \¡lind Tunnel Facilj-ty: I

The experÍ-rnents were cond.ucted in The University of 
,,,,,

Manitoba Turbul-ence Laboratory low speed, open circuit wind

tunnel shown diagrammatically in figure 1. As is illust-

rated, two experimental Set-ups rôrere used. Briefly, for :':''
i',i^ 

,

the basic flow survey, air was blown through an B9:f l:1::

coni;raction cone and al-lowed to develop along a 76 d-iameter 1,,'.::' :'

J-ength of l-01.6 mm. insj-de diameter pipe before being

exhausted through an Bo included angle diffuser (test Bection A).

The straight pipe set-up (test Section B) was used for a check

of the diffuserrs effects on fl-ow development. The pipe

materia] was honed stainless steel with a 6.35 mm. wall-

thickness. The smooth l-aminar f l-ow at the entrance of the

pipe was tripped by a.089 m length of grade 4p'floor sand-

ing paper, The choice of trip was based on the thorough

work of Klebanoff and. Diehl (f952). The conical- d,iffuser

was machined from cast aluminum. Details of the flow in

the diffuser have been given by Okuwobi and Azad (1973).

Measurements at longitudina] interval-s of about 5

pipe diamebers were facilitated by rearrangements of the

available pipe sections and the traversing mechanism.

Although no dlsturbances due to the joints were discern-

able, pipe arrangements were chosen to minimize the number

of joints upstream of the traversing position and maximize
iì:i::ìi 1ì-:

at.1rj,: i,
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unbroken straight pipe immediately ah-ead of

pos-ition. The various Pipe arrangements

overall pipe lengthr. within 5 cm.

11

thr-e lenþth of

th,e traversing

maintained the

Basi-c Instrumentation

The mean longitudina] velocity component was measured

using a trayersing total- head pressure tube and static

pressure taps in the pipe wal-l. Turbulence measurements

were made using a Disa 55P51 gold plated X probe (t.2 mm.

wire l-ength; 5 Um. wire diameter) and a Disa 55H01 mounting

tube, guide tube and traversing mechanism system. . The

probe extended 6 cm. into the end of the upstream pipe

section. The el-ectronic equipment included the following:

Disa 55M01 anemometers, 55Dl-O lineari zers, 55D26 signal

condÍtioner, 55DTI linearizers, 55DTL dual summing uni-t,

55D70 correl-ator, 55Ã06 differentiator, 55D35 rms meters

and a true integrating digital voltmeter.

The standard procedures recommended in the Disa tech-

nical Iiterature for the instrumentation and x probe

operation were foll-owed to obbain the linearized hot wire

turbulence signal-s. The circumferential (w) component was

obtained by turning the probe in its support by 90o. The

probe was cal-ibrated on the pipe axis j-n the vicinity of

x/D = 65. Pressure tube measurements of the center lÍne

* Fuithãr details concerning pipe joints ete
by Reichert (1974).

are given
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velocity :near x/D = .65 and for different stati-c pressure

d-ifferences across the contraction cone formed the basis

of the hot wire calibration. Periodic checks of the probe

calibration were performed several- times. The linearized

outputs from the X probe wires were matched to within 1.5/"
1

over the required operation range. The thermal sta.bilit¡z of

the el-ectronic equipment was maintained by allowing the

units to remain powered during the course of the experimental

work. A gradual decrease in the calibration sensitivity of

4% was obseryed oyer the period of the turbulence survey.

This ïras probabty due to the combj-ned effects of dust

deposition on the wj-res and l-inearizer drif ts. The partic-

ular wire sensitivities used for the raw data reduction of

a trial- were esti-mated from the nearest calibration checks

made before and after the trial-

No cogections were appJ-ied to the turbulence measure-

ments to account for wire length effects or variations of

the inclined wire response from the cosine taw. As

result, the magnitudes of the radial and circumferential

turbulence vel-ocity components v\Iere slightty underestimated.

Appropriate correction factors are given in Sec' 5'4'

The instrumentation mainly used for spectra meaSure-

ment consisted of two Krohn-Hite model 3550 active fil-ters

and the Disa rms yoltmeters. Most spectra \^Iere measured

using turbul-ence signals from the X probe. Some additionat
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spectra were measured for comparison using an H.P. model

3590 A spectrum anal-yser and a 55P01 single wire. The

H.P. analyser has very sharp and narrol¡i, fixed band-

width filters, while the Krohn-Hite filters haye a variabl-e

bandwidth equal to 43y'" of tfue center frequency. Measure-
I

ments of cross spectra (shear stress spectra) were performed

using the Disa 55D70 correlator to multiply the fil-tered

u and v signals

3.3 Aquisition of Survey Data

Profiles of the axial component of bhe mean velocity

were calculated from dynamic pressure profife measurements

obtained with a traversing total pressure tube. The dynamic

pressure WaS taken aS the pressure differential between the

total- pressure tube and a ring of static pressure taps in

the same plane. The primary pressure measuring device

employed was a Bet z proiection manometer with 0. I mm. of

water scale intervals. No corrections were applied to

account for turbulence. or displacement effects on the

pressure tube. * D"ttj-l* of the pressure tube construction

and the procedures and errors associated with its use hlere

given by Reichert (197\).

Pressure tube yel-ocity profile data were taken at 15

longitud.inal" positi-ons along the pipe and for 7 Reynolds

numbers. Measurement positions uiere equally spaced at
l. ..:::-

lç See Appendix A for further discussi-on.



approxlmately 5 diameter intervals. The Reynol-ds nu-mbers

ranged from 54000 to 153000 based on mean velocity and

pipe radius. At the position x,/D = 72..3, a more detai]ed

study using 1l Reynolds numbers was undertaken. A total

of 60 differential pressure measurementS were recorded for

each traverse of the pipe. Data were record.ed at 2 Írm.

intervals in the centraf reg-ion of the pipe whife near

the walls a l- mm. spaci-ng was used. The reproducibility

of the Reynolds numbers for succesSive profil-e positions was

+ 2f'

Initially the dynamic pressure measurements exhibited

Some asymmetry. This WaS most noticabl-e near the wall on

either end of a traverse where large vel-ocity gradients

oicurred. This effect was traced to mechanical stippage

ed)errors in the tr:aversing mechanism (1ocally construct

used for the pressure tube movement. When modifications

were made so. that the Disa 55H01 traversing mechanism

could be used to position the pressure tube, smoother

more symmetrric pr:of il es were measured.

.Profil-e measurements of turbul-ent quantlties were.

obtained by slow1y moving the probe along the pipe d'iameter'

The rms'vol-tmeter analog output voltage for the turbulent

signal and an anal-og yoltase proportional to the prrobe

radial position were continuously recorded on an H.P.

modet 7004 A XY plotter. By using the plo'tter and t'he

I4



continuous traverse technique, the data could be taken

. in a relatively slrort time compared w.ith discrete

positioning'and manual recording. smalf radial trends

which might otherwise be missed due to data point spacing

or drifts.in either the tunnel- or hot wì.re operating

conditions could be discerned in this manner'

A compl-ete traverse of the pipe dÍamefer was

compl-eted in about 5 minutes using the continuous recording

method, The slowest probe movement was used near the walls

where t-,he radial derivatives of turbulent quantities l^/ere

generally greatest. The rms vol-tmeter time constant which

was used f,or continuous recording (typically 3 or 10 seconds)

WaS inadequate to prevent large recorder pen chatter. A

22OO Uf capacitor was placed across the recorder input to

'Y introduced bYreduce this problem. The recording dela

the overall time constant of the :iecording system was evid-

Plotter traces which resultedent as a shift between the plofter trace

when.the probe was moved rapidly back and forth across the

pipe. No.shifts were evident for traverse times greater

t¡¿.n 2 minu|es. The traverse tíme of 5 minutes \^ias there-

fore ample for the recording system to track bhe probe

voltage and Position accuratelY.

After each continuous record was made, the probe I^IAS

positioned at severaf dlfferent radial- positions and

conventional vottage measurements were taken. These values
:Ë,,.i:...

:{
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were written directl-y onto the traverse record. A linear

reg.ression of thl-ese voltage measurements with th.e corresp-

. onding heights of the ptotter tr.ace above a base line

provided. a check of the 5cal-ing parameters required for

antihqtirro enalvsis of the C.the quantitative analysis of the plotter liecor(

. The plotter technique was used to gather survey data

of the developing'turbulence field aE approximately the

' same longitudinal .spacing used for the mean flow measure-

ments. Over most of the developing field the differences

, in the measurements at adjacent stations using the 5

diameter spacing were significanily greater than the errors

usualty associated with hot wire Anemometry. The'spacing

ì was therefore appropriate for the detection-of the main'

features of the longitudinal behavior.

The hot wire traversing support presented an asymmec-

rical blockage to the. flow. This was not the case for the

total pl:eSSure tube measurements for which a thrin support

spanning the pipe'diamete.r was used. Figure 2 presents a

comparison of mean velocity profile s at x/D = 60 computed

from the dynamic pressure measurements and those continously

recorded using the plotter connected to the line arized" out-

put of one of the X probe wires. The resul-ts for the

Second hot wire Were similaf. Measurements of turbulent

i.ntensity and ti.me derivatiye profiles also showed this

characteristic. This tendency Was taken into account when

extracting numerical data from the contj-nuous hot wire

' ' :'il

i:.-,¡.
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tr.ayerse records by giving more .weight

profile for which- there was less fl-ow

to the side of the

b 1o ckage'.

Survey data were gathered using the plotter technique

for ut, v', w', S ""uluv)'. 
The l-inearized signal-s from

each of the hot rnrires were added and suhtracted using the

Disa 55DT1 dual summing unit in conjunction wi^th the

inverting function of a Di.sa 55D26 signal conditioner. In

this manner the basi.c u and v turbul-ent components were

generated. Measurements of # üiere obtained using a Disa

55406 differentiator set for a time constant r = .5 x 10-3

msec., providing a nearly' linear frequency response to 30

k]H*z (manufacturerrs specj-.fÍcation). Because of the linearly

increasing gain for higher frequencies which was inherent

in the el-ectroni-c differentiatj-on process, the presence of

high frequency noise in the input to the dÍfferentiator was

very detrimental to the resul-tant signal to noise ratio at

the differentiator output. The effect of highr- frequency

noi-se in the anemometer circuitry was eliminated by pre-

filtering the differenti-ator input using a Krohn-Hite 3550

fil-ter with a low pass cut-off of 2O k]Hz. It was evident

from subsequent spectra tneasurements that l-ittle of the

turbulence signal was lost hy thi.s procedure. Th-e internal

noise of the differentiator preampl-ifiers was limj-ted by

the dj-fferentiator time constant adjustment. After the

pipe f l-ow survey' was completed an improved sol-id state,

1...,l:':.
i:'

Typical U differences at y/R = 6 were approximately 3%
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lou¡ noise differentiator (Tri Met Instruments model TM-

TDl) became available. Measurements with this,instrument

ìn f.ho f¡'llr¡ fler¡e'lonefl rer¡inn ¡sinc" nrefil|'or-ino nrrl-9ffI]Mlç r qrfJ UU V e]VIJuu + uÕ+V]r uÐrrrÞ yr er rave! 4rrÞ

frequeucies of 20 and 2B Ìcllz gayc lclcntical losul-Ls inclicalr-

ing that l-ittle turbulence signal was fost by filtering at

20 kljz. The resul-ts obtained with the orisinal differentiator

which included some background preamplifier noise were I0/'

lricrlror. in tho I annr-nxim¡telv 7% hiEher near therrrb¿¡ef pape axls anL t ,-

watl. The newer differentiation equipment was employed for

the snhsenllenl. snêni a I i zed înl et resi on measurements .vt¡uDuvou\4uvrrvrvÞ+vr]

? ¿l Prnnoqqi nø nf Sl¡r.rror¡ f of c
J. r ! r vuuJorrlE; v¡ uur Y vJ uava

The analog traverse records obtained by the plobter

fanÌ¡ninrro r^rêr"ê dìøìiiz.¡ð, foi. annlvsis and nresent¡tion.uç vltlll\4qu vv ç¡ u urõr q¡rqrJ u ¿u

The record for a traverse \das folded along the co-ordinate

coruesponding to the pipe centerline. Using a light tabIe,

a single curve was faired through the record. In drawing

the curve an attempt was made to incorporate only those

characteristics common to both hal-ves of the traverse

ronnrd fhor.oh-, ì,^-ihm #ì¡a -'¡mmotr.rr nf J'hc nine EeOmetfr¡ tn
--'-* -*J L¿Þ-L11ó L/llU ùJllllllÇ uf J vI uIlu IJrIlv bvvr¡¡ç vt J

enhance the data. In most cAses the curve drawing process

was very straight f orward wjth littl-c charrcc of bias beiug

intr.ndrrccd hr¡ +1^^ ^-^'r"-+ 'Ihe resulting curyes were-LII l,I (JL,l' t,tucu uJ t/11'U d,ltd.JJ ò L/ .

scal-ed and then measured at approximately 40 appropriately
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spaced radial positi.ons from the center'line towards the

wall. The cl-osest spacing was used w-here the measurements

: changed most rapidly with radial position. The daba was

uter cards. SimPlepunched in formatted form on compr

Fortran computer programs were written to handle the sqale

,), factors introduced by the instrument gains and the probe

sensitivity. Data vaÏues ]¡Iere generated at 101 equally

spaced radial positions between the centerline and the wall

polatiorr method. Data points whichi usi-ng Aitkenrs interpolatiotr meth,

f 
were generated near thre wall, outside the range of the actual

hot wire traverse were ignored

The processing of the mean fl-ow pressure tube survey

i 
measurements was performed in a similar manne::.. Mean velocity

I profile results were calcul-ated from the pressure tube

measurements and \^Iere plotted on a large scale- Obvious

outliers were eli-mi-nated. The plotted profiles were folded

a]-ongthepipeaxissymmetryco-ordinateandasmooth

continuous curve was drawn through the ¡irofile data. These

'faj-red, symmetric curves were then scaled and eval-uated at

about 35 radial positions. High densiby, equally spaced

i profi-le data was generated by interpolation. Pressure tube

data in the region nearest the wall (ylR>.95) were subject

to the greatest , errors and were el- j-minated from further

analysis.
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3.5 Contouring Techmique

The difficulty of presenting the large amount of

experimental- data gathered in a survey study and the

problem of assinilating the data into a meaningful picture

was overcome by. producing computer generated contour plots

of the flow fi-e]d for each of the measured and calculated

quantities. The contour form of presentation has been

commonl¡r used to represent fl-ow fiel-ds in meteorology and

geophysics but its use in turbulence research has appeared

to be limited. Researchers have tended to avoid the inter-

pretive judgements and gener¿l subje'ctivity associated

with manual contouring. The computer procedures which

were used to smooth the data and generate the contours

avoid this subjectiviby.

An anatytic description of the longitudj-nal behavior

of each, measured quantity for a particufar radial position

was obtained, by applying the least squares technique to

data extracted from the interpol-ated profiles at success-

ive longitudinal positions. ApproximateJ-y 100 fiftn order

polynomial fits were generated 1n this manner, eachr for a

different radial position. A high density recta.ngular

grid of data representing the flow fiel-d between the

centerf'ìne the wall and suitabl-e for computer manipul-

atj.on was generated by evaluating each polynomial at many

l.ongitudinal posi.tions. These data gri ds also provided the
i:'r:.;:ì:l
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basic data for the sub$equent evaluation of spatial

derivatives of the turbul-ence survey measurements required

for the turbulent kineti.c energy balance

The sel-ection of a fifth order polyn.omia] was'based

on the examination of pl-otted resul-ts for the l-ongitudinal-

mean vel-ocity measurements using polynomials of di-fferent

orders. idhile lower order polynomials tended to smooth out

the obvious features of the profile development, higher

order polynomials tended to introduce spur:ious os cill-ations

while co-locating with the measurements. Comparison'of

.1 data showed them

to be suffì.cient to j-nclude the principal characteristics

whil-e providi-ng. adequate data smoothing.

For contouri4g purposes the flow fj-e]d was represented

by a 7J5 point matrix contouring data aL 35 equally spaced

longitudi-nal positions and 2I equally spaced radial- positions '
i"l'l',

The contouring program which was used to produce the conbour ¡:"'::'::

l', .:.

plots generates smooth contour lines but honours the Speci- ,','',.,

fied value ab each- grid polnt ., In this way the contouring 
: 

':

.

process was sufficiently'controll-ed to avoid smoothing out 
:

small but significanL trends. 
,,,_.....,,i::':rl:i : :

It shoutd be pointed out that the poJ-ynomial technique

which was employed tended to extrapolate measurements to

zero in negions where a low but non-zero background measure-

red for turbul-ence intensity i:rì:.::ment existed. This occur 
::



measlirements in the non-turbul-ent

This tendencY to extraPolate must

preting zero value contours in the

r:i.:--:.;f:..: t -:.:.,1i.;.:i;"r:,t :;..i,:-;l.lì t,:,

entrance region core.

be considered when inber-

1aaa

sj-mil-ar pt?bfen was found to occur

of the uv Reynofds stress component

entrance region. A

for the survey data

3.6 -Spectra Me+sV-rement and Processing

one dimensional- spectra measurements were made by

fil-tering the turbulence signal with the Krohn-Hite 3550

fil-ter and measuring the rms of the filter output. This

measurement provided an estimate of the power in the

turbul-ence signal al .a frequency corresponding to the

:f itter setting. Data were co]lected f or 25 f'recluencies ,

f, logarithmically distributed between ZHz and 30 :ts']H-z

and were converted to one dimensional WaVe number spectra

E. (k_) (where i is I12, or 3 for u, v, o'r w respectivel-y)
r_ I', . )ñ+-

using Taylor t s hypothesì-s in the f orm k. = L ttL U wasr-u
the longitudina+ mean vel-ocity at the l-ocatj-on of the

spectra measurement and was determined from the hot wire
--a -probe d.c. voltage and calibration' T'ayloris hypothesis

is premised on the assumption that the sequence of changes

in velocity at a fixed location are simply due to'the

passage of .an 
unchangil'rg Pattern of turbulent motion over

the point. The assumpti-on was valid for pipe fl-ow since

the mean velocity of the flow which carried the turbulent



eddies was generalty much. greater' than the turbufent

velocitY fluctuation'

The wave number sp'ect¡a Ei (kI) were norrnalized so

thatth-eintegralofthespectraequalled.theoverallmean

sq.uare of the barrdpassed signal b'eti¡¡een 2Hz and 30 l. 'lc'z'

Tl.re wave number spectra were nondimensionalized using the

e = 15 u J-,ul u, (k1) dkr (3.r)

to obtain oi (k. ) = Ei ( kr) /nu 2 (3.2)
f.t

where n was the Kolmogor9v length scale,

rr = (r3/r)L/4 (3.3)

and u was the Kolmogorov velocity sca1e,

u = (r.)L14. (3.4)

tr,i:. .:.:,:t L> Ì. .:\it , 
" .fiiliii; }! I :. :r:,;,1:i;'::.;:.i:r.iil'¡::ii..iìjii:ir.,a:+i."f,]
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4.0 MEAN yELOCITY FIELD SURYEY

4. t Mea! Longitudinal Velocity,Component

It . l. I Flow Survel¡ Resul-ts

'Mean velocity suryeV measurements were taken for a

total of / Reynolds numberrs between 55000 and 153000.

Initially, the results for Re = 76000 and 153000 were

' selected for detail-ed analysis and presentation. A

decÍsion was made aL a. l-ater stage of e.xperimentation

to perform the- turbulence survey measurements at the

lowest Reynolds number of the mean flow survey, Re = 54900.

. This was desirable because improved experimental accuracy

eould be achieved with the reduced high frequency content

(Less than 20 ¡||z) of the lower Reynolds number turbulence.

Both the high frequency signal to anemometer nolse ratios

and the wire length attenuation were l-ess Í-mportant for

turbuteh'ce withr reduced high frequenc¡l content. To provide

a complete picture of both the mean and turbulent fields at

this lower Reynolds number, the mean velocity measurements

for Re = 54900 were 'analysed and contoured. The contours

for ,this s-ubsequent analysi.s are presenLed in this secLion

along with the results for the hi.gher Reynolds numbers that

were initiall-y selected

::1-:::r::.:.-,, - il
':.:.:- ì: iì. ri

i':::ii.rj: 'ì ;: 'l j a.i!
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A suflmary of the bul_k ffow para-tneters occurring at

x/D = 60.3 fo,r Re = 54900 and wi.th the test sectj-on

terminated with the diffuaer (-experimental se'tup A)

appears as Table 1. At thi.s l-ower Reynolds number the

operatiqg speed and test section di.ameter were nearly

identical with those used for thr-e recent fully developed

flow study of Sabot and Compte-BeIlot (I976) . The

friction velocity for this Re¡rnolds number was determined

r ì 1î¡ê crr.e d-i en t 62by measurement of the pressure gradient between x/D =

and 72. It agreed well with the value of .78 m/sec reported

by Sabot and ComPte-Betlot

The symmetric velocity profiles obtained after inter-
,

poÌation and. curve fairing of the dynamic pressure measure-

ments for Re = 76000 and 153000, appear as figures I and

4 respectively. The prof iles were normal-ized u.sing mean

velocities calculated by numerical- integration of each

profile. The difference between these two' Reynolds numbers

: of the Reynoldswas suffici-ent to demonstr

number effect on the mean flow. Qualitative study of the raw

data for the intermediate Reynolds number experiments verÍ-

fied that t^: effect was gradual. The main characteristics

of the flow development bhown by these selêcted neynólds

numbers were typical of all the resulbs '

An analytic description of the profi-]e devel-opnent

was obtained by fitting fifth order least squares polynomials
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to data'extracted from the profiles at successive long-

itudinal_ positions, in the mannerr previously de:scri.bed.

Curves for several of tÏr-e polynomial- fits are presented in : :
: t.-a t:
;1,., ' .- '.

figures 5 and 6, although. f or th.e actual analysis over

l-00 radial positions Were used. The highr- accuracy with

which the set of párametric (in radial posi.tion) poly- 
.,, , ,,,1

nomial-s described th.e flow development was apparent from :t)'';:'1'

, ,1 , '.

these figures. Di.ffefentiation and eval-uati-on of thesq ;i,.,¡,,,.'

polynomials provided the longi.tuflinal vel-ociby gradient

data requlred for the computation of the radial- component

of mean vel-ocity. Employi.ng the technique discussed. in 
l

Sectlon 3.5, the polynomials were used to generate velocity

values for a rectangular grid of points representing the flow

field. The grid data were contoured by computer to produce

figures 7, B, and 9 whÍch represent the longitudinal- mean

velocity fietds for Re = 54900, 76000, and 153000 respectlvely.

The interpolation scheme involved in the production of these i,".1,

plots developed difficulties in the high gradient watl- region '. ',: :r¡',,

where profiles were most subject to error. Contours in the

immediate vicinity of the walt were omitted for this reason.

The plots of the longitudinal velocity showed the 
,,..:...:.:

tendency of the flow near the centerline of the pipe to r'": .'

accelerate to velocities (at about x/D = 34) which exceeded

those achieved farther downstream (eg. near x/O = 60)

after further development. This mean velocity behavior was

i. 
.r;.,,,r,,,rt
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cal1ed trmean vel-oÇity overshoot".. This velocity overshoot

was most evident on the contour plots of the axial velocity

where it appeared as an organized region of concentric

contours. The U contour plots were all characterized by a
narrowing core of accelerating fluid which disappeared

after 30 40 pipe di.ameters. Outer regions were character-

ized by deceterating axial flow over approximatety'the fi-rst

20 diameters. This wal1 region behavior I^Ias called a 'rmean

velocity undershoottt. The contours in the firs E 20 diameters

refleeted the gradual disappearance of the flat profiled non-

turbulent core as lhe turbulent boundary J-ayer grew from the

wall. The contours at x/D = 60 were parallel to the pipe

wall in accordance with the ful-ly developed condition # = 0.,

. but the effects of the flow truncation with the diffuser were

'fl-ow in the core was accel-eratedapparent downstream. The fl-ow in the

and ffow near the walL decelerated by the diffuser. This

was rnost evident for the lowest Reynolds number. Examination

of the higher Reynolds number contours showed that the extent

of the eff,ective upstream virtual origin for the diffuser

diminished for higher Reynolds numbers and, as was evident

from the work of Okwuobi. and Azad (f973), was not detectabl-e

for highe¡' Reynolds numbers.

Near the pipe walt, wher:e the yj-.scous shear component
. ñ 1T

u *+ of the total shear stress becomes important, it' dy
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was hypóthesi.zed that th-e radi.al. gradient of the U velocity

would he a reasonable trend indicator for the wal-l- shear

stress. On this basis, crude estimates of the shear stres 
,,,,,.,

were obtained by examining the axial- yel-ocities for radial-

positions near the wal-1 (y/n > .75).. The axial velocity

undershroot near the wail th-us led to the expectation of a 
;,,,:,

wall- shear stress minimum. This provided qualitative , ,,:

corroboration of the h-ot fÌIï meAsurements of wall shear ,.,.
| :.: r..-.:

stress made previously CReÍchert; rg74). rn particular,

the skin friction coefficient determined in that study

showed an undershoot occurring for positions
' 20 < x/D < 30.

4.1.2 Overshoot Peak Analysis

Comparlson of the axial- velocity contour plots for

the d.i-f ferent Reynolds numbers, showed tlnat the centerline
:..

overshoot peak was most pronounced for the lowest Reynolds 
¡,ìt,..',,
i,, 

'-', ,ì

number. Maximum values of U/UB approached 1.28 for i :r.,,:,,': , .:

Re = 54000, while for Re = 153000 maximum U/U, vafues iust

exceeded I.24. An analysis of the centerline velocities

was undertaken to determine the peak position as a function 
,,,,.:i,,

of Reynolds number. For each- of the / Reynolds numbers of ir:ir:j.''

th-e flow suryey, centerline yelocities l\Iere plotted against
:

the profile mean velocitÌes with longitudinal position as

a parameter. The nearly linear curves which resul-ted were 
,i:ìi,:::i.
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interpolated to obtain centerline: velocitj-es at different

longitudinal positions and for .severaf selected, mean

velocities. The interpolated centerline vel-ocity and long-

itudinal position data were fitted by fifth order polynomials

and overshoot peak positions for the sel-ected mean velocities

were determined by analyti.c differentiation. The peak

position as a function of Reynolds number is presented as

figure 10. The peak position decreased (moved towards the

pipe entrance) approximately J diameters for increasing

Reynolds numbers from 54900 to 153000. An equation suitabl-e

to describe this behavior was

,': -:

x /n = 3o.Bo + .89 (Re x ro-5)-1
p

+ 0.79 (Re x to-5)-2 ( 4.1)

This equation implied a limit of x/D : 31 for the peak

position at the highest incompressibl-e Reynolds numbers.

On the other hand, the analysis implied that rather long

entrance lengths would be required for low Reynolds number

flows to become fullY deYeloPed.

It may be signi-fi-cant to note that the overshoot peak

positions were nearly the same as the pipe length ( 40.5

diameters) which Barbin and Jones (1963) used. Thus, while

both centerline overshoot and r¡¡al1 region undershoot of

usually accepted ful1y' deyefoped pi.pe flow values were

'indicáted by their axj-al- velocity data near the exit, |. . -.
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it could not be resol-ved whethr-er these were ch-aracteristic

of pipe flow development or vlere a manifestation of the

short pipe lengbh and possibte e.xit effects. Th,e probl-em

was further complicated hy their calculation of wall- shear

stressbs from static pressure. gradient measurements

Because of the difficutty i.n obtaining sufficiently accur-

ate s tatic pressure measurementso threir stresses errone'ous1y

exhibited rapid asymptotic development

4. 1.3 Intg_glal- Parameters

Integral. boundary layer þarameters, such as the dis-

placement (6) and momentum (0) thicknesses, are correctly

cal-culated only where a wel-1 defined f,ree stream velocity

exísts. For bounded duct or pipe flows, corresponding integral

parameters can be calculated using th-e centerl-íne velocity'

Following this procedure, axial- displacement and momentum

thicknesses were computed by numerical integration of the

smoothe.d U yelocity profiles for Re = 76000, and Re = 153000.

The equaticns used for calculation were

(4.2)

and

;it3r:¿ali.:¡i1ri;:l

rr u (- '][Ë] dtÐo ,l"%l'-q

6=Rf'[t-9-l l'*l dlxlJ" l,- u.J lRi IRJ

was the centerline YelocitY.where U

(4.3)



The .beh-avior of these scalar integral boundary layer

parameters is s.ignificant beCause the parameters are re-

l-ated to momentum flux terms appearing in th-e Von Karman

boundary l-ayer momentum balance equation. The calculated

thickness.es are presented in f Ígure l-l where they h.aye 'oeen

normalized by thr-e pi.pe di.arneter. The obseryation that bhe

longitudj.nal- derivatives of thr-ese integral parameters did

not become zeyo monotonically provided clear evidence for

the nonasymptotic character of the flow development. The

dashed lines on figure 11 are for a reetangular duct and

were taken from work by Byrne et al- (1969) and Dean (1974).

The l-ines showed the same behavior as the present pipe data

and suggested tinaL the nonasymptotic development occurs for

bounded flows in general.

The results of the cal-culation of shape factors (H) for
:

the developing flow are shown in figure 12. The shape

factor ís the nondimensional ratio of the displacement and.

momentum thickness. Its insensitivity to the fl-ow develop-

ment structure and the rather large errors associated with

the ratio l^Iere obvious . It was not found to be a sati-s-

factory parame:ter to describe the development and therefore

its rather widespread use in numerical- methods should be

caut iôned

The data in figures l-l- and 12 also itlustrated lhe
î L1, ^ L1- l ^l--^Reynold.s number dependeney of the thickness parameters.
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The results irnplied that lnore rapid boundary layer. growth

occurred for the lower Reynolds number since thl-cknesses

for the lower ReynoÌds number w'ere largest. This is the

usual- trend observed foy turbulent boundary layer growth

in oth.er f l-ows such as on a flat plate. Rememberi¡rg that

the analysis of tfre behayi.or of the longitudinal velocity

component indicated oyershr-oot positions nearer to the

entrance for increasing Reynolds numbers, the present

results indicated thab the mean boundary layer merge point

was not simply rel-ated to the overs.hoot posi-tion-

4.2 Mean Radial- Velocity Component

The mean radial vel-ocity profiles i^Iere computed using

the continuity relation

rr Ivl (., = r) L (r â

-=

U* r jo âx ( 4.4)

Data for the longitudinal deriyative of U was obtained by

evaluation of the fourth order polynomials which resulted

from analytic di-fferentiatj-.on of the fifth order least

square polynomial fits of the U data of Sections 3.5 and 6.3.2

Before integration, the data for the deriyatiye of U was

smoothed numerically 'usit* a Hamming convolution fil-ter '

This process tended to eliminate small irregulari.ti.es which

appeared in the computed derivative profi-1es but were

lr) dv
'm
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inconsistent with expected resolution. The normal-ized

radial .¡¡el-ocity profiles for the Seynolds numbers 76000 and

153000 are pl-otted as figures 13 and 14 respectively.

Aceordi.ng to the sign convention which was adopted, a neg-

ative radial vefocÍty' ind.i.cated a motion toward the pipe

, axis. Contour plots of the radial mean velocity fields were

generated from these profiles by the processes.of, potrynomial

. fitting and interpolation to obtai.n a rectangulàr data grid.

. The results for Reynolds numbers of 54900, 76000 and 153000

i ,are presented as figures 15, 16 and 17 respectively.

The .radial- velocity components were about thre'e orrders

of magnitude smalter than the longitudinaf components. In

f the entr:ance the acceleratJ-ng core region flow was.supported

b.y a radial movement of fluid towards the core. Farther

downstream the radiaf velocity was directed back towards the

wall-. The fully devel,oped eondition that V - 0 corresponded

with a zevo vafue. contour which crossed the f]ow near -the

pipe exit. A second zero yal-ue contour was associated with

the region of maximum longitudinal velocity between x/D = 30

and i+0..

JJ
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5 . O TURBULENT STRESS TENSOR SURVEY

As a first step towards an under:standing of the phys-
'\ical processes inyolved in ttrre nonasymptoti.c mean fl-ow

development, a prggram I^Ias initiated to survey the behavior

of the turbutent Reynolds stress tensor for the developing

region for a Reynolds number of 54900. The turbulent stress

tensor, when written j-n matrix form, consists of terms invoLv-

ing the intensities of yelocity fluctuations and. correfations

between pairs of the fluctuating velocity components:

2uuyuw
1a-VUVVW

---ã
¿

WU . WU l¡I

lE-r\

Physicatly, the presen.ce of f l-uctuating velocities super-

imposed on the mean flow introduces additional- nean mornentum

fluxes within the fluÍd. By Newtonrs law these additional

momentum fluxes appear as additional str,esses within the fluid.
:

The Reynolds stress tensor is syrïmetric and. for axisymnaetric

pipe flow the terms uw and yr^¡ are also equal to zeyo. The

stress tensor therefore reduced, for the present study, to

the three normal stress terms on the diagonal and the tang-

ential uv stress. Each of the stress terms v{as measured by

a separate traverse of the pipe r¿,¡ith the hot wi.re X probe

using the XY plotter recording technique.
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Dean (I97\) examined simpli.fied fully developed mom-

entum equations for duct flow and showed that the Reynolds

stress and .mean velocity: Iongitudinal behavior .were related.

This suggested that the nonasymptotic behavior could be

characterj-stic of both the mean velocity and turbulent stresses

and could be expected to sLr-ow up in the stress measurements.

As given by Laufer for fu1ly developed pipe flow,

åH=-råF"[ w-"#] (5.2)

\¡iriting the total pressure P as a sum of stati" (Ps) and

. dynami c (I/2 pU2) components and considering only core region

fl-ow (U : Uc) for which- the viscous term can be ignored, the

following results:

rr âut f '¡r,c ax - - F äF (r uv) + constant (5.3)

Deants result for the duct geometry is similar. The implic-

ation of the above equation (although formally it should

only apply to the fully d.eveloped state because several fully

developed approximations are inyolved) is that the shear

stress radial- gradient and al-so the shr-ear stress magnitude

are closely retated to the mean flow adjustment'
li::..r,: i
jlt:.;l':
[:;. i.]-'-

I i,i:4.1a:
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5.1 Normal SLresses

5 . 1. I Cgntour"ed :Res'Ul-ts

The contoured results for the intensities of the long-

itudinal, radial, and circumferential turbufence components

are presented as fi.gures 18, l-9, and 20 for the nominal

Reynolds number of 54900. Eachr- of the terms exhibi,ted a

nonasymptotic development, with a distinct core region

maximum like the longitud|nal component of the mean veJ-ocity.

The position along the plpe axis for these intensity maxima

occurred. approxj-mately L5 diameters downstream of the mean

veloci-ty peak position for the same Reynolds number. For

radialpositionSnearthewa1l(y/R>.7)a]1ofthe

turbul-ence Íntensities generally increased with downstream

position up to about x/D = 30. Beyond this point the

intensÍties decreased with the ur and wt intensities exhit-

iting an undershooting of the values for the more developed

flow downstream.

comparison.of the mean radial- velocity component

- ; --- Fi 
----^^contours (figure l5) with the turbul-ence intensity figures

showed thaL the region of mean radi.al velocity towards the
ì ,:.r.

I wall was associated with more widely spaced intensity ft'..:,,,

contours in the region ;B < y/R < .4 and 32 < x/D < 5'4

This suggested that thre existence of a mean velocity

component towards the wal] attenuated the turbufence

ì intensi-ty. This qualitative correlation appea-red to be 
i1ì,

| :"r':l:::-'l
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malntained in detaÌ.1-, f or th-e .contours. considering that

a mean velocity component towards the wal-l- coul'd be expected

to produce el-evated stati.c pressllres and modi-fication of

the pressure gradient, this obseryation is prob.ably.' more

than coincidentaf.

5 .r.2 Contour Evi.dence for a.$g

Over the bulk of th.e flow field tire longitudinal

intensity ur was greater th-an either wt or vt. However,

comparison of the intensity contours in the vicinity of the

inlet showed that j-n a region likely associated with the

intermittent interface. between the nonturbul-ent core and

turbulent boundary layer, the radi.al and circumferential

components exceeded the magnitude of the longitudinal int-

ensity. The relatj-ve magnitudes of these fluctuations

appeared to satisfy the theoretical criteria for a super-

tayer estabtished by Phillips (f955) and Stewart (1956):

vrz =,rr2 + *,2 ( 5.4)

This cond.ition was satisfied over a much wi-der regi-on than

is Actual]y the case for the superlayer which exists at a flat

plate turbul-ent-nonturbul-ent interface. The effect of the

pipe geometry may- have contributed' to this ' Barbin and

Jones (f963) have referred to sone unpublished' results

which al-so indicated radial fluctuations exceeding longit-

YI
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ud:-nal fluctuations Ìn the inte::face region. However, in
h:-s thesis, Barbin (196r) assumed that the larger than
expected radi.al intensiti,es that he measured r¡iere due to
unknown errors. Dean (fglU) iras. observed a simil_ar behayior
in a rectangular duct and suggested that it was due to
irrotational- fluctuations induced in the free .stream by the

convol-uting edge of each turbulent boundary layer. The

present results suggest that a similar magnified version of
the superlayer exists for pipe flow. *

Details of the superlayer region could not be accurately

. determined from the contoured results. Thls was due to the
polynomial smoothing which was used to pre-condition the data

before generation of the data matrices for contouring. The

very high gradients associated with the relatively narrow

interface region h¡ere not welt represented by the longit-
udinal- fifth order polynomial fits. The polynomial tech-
nique hras more appropriate for features with longitudinal
spatial extents of the order of 5 pipe diameters. In
particular, the polynomials tended to extrapolate the

.turbul-ence measurements to zero i-n the interface region
even though a nonzero background existed in the nonturbulent
core (see section 3.5). More detailed measurements in the

i-nterface region r^rere required to exami-ne the superlayer
me chanism.

. àÉ l.{hil-e possessing similar qualities, this region is much :r:.::..::too large to be considered as identically the same superlayer ii:3jiììÌ,
as discussed by Phillips (L955) or Stewart (WfA) r'r,
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5.l-.3 Sbre.ss Tensor Trqce : .

The trace of the Reynol-ds,stress tensor q.,2 = ur2 +
1^

vt- t wr- is dlrectry propor:tional- to the botal turbulence

kinetic energy. The vafues of the stress tensor trace were

computed from the normal sbress measuremenLs and are pz.esented

in figure 2r. The contours have been nondimensionalized by

the bul-k velocity. As expected, the total turbul-ence kinetic
energy.exhibited the same basic f"utrr""s common to the

normaf stresses. Along the pipe centerl-ine the maxinium

turbulent kinetic energy occurred at x/D = 5O'. Turbul-ent

kinetic energy. generally increased foward the wall except.

for a smalf region near y/R = .g between x/D = 10 and 20

where a tend-^ncy ,to decr.ease appeared. Fully developed

conditions appeared to be satisfied at x/D = 64 where tang-
1

e'nts bo the contours became parallel to the pipe wall-. How-

ever, the anomalous contour spacing near the wall indicated
some diffuser effects.

5. 1. 4 Turbul-ent Boundary Layer Growth

The rate of turbul-ent boundary layer grorvth in the

developing region was roughly estimated from the shape of
the contours for small values of the stress tensor trace.
The growth was characteri.zed by three regi-ons . Initially,
perhaps .due to the presence of thr-e trip, rapid boundany

layer thickening occurred. For l-0 < x/D < ZA, the boundary
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layer thickness i.ncreased .at a nearly finear rate. Beyond

this point and presunably where intermittent interacti-on

boundary layer rapi'dly' thickened to fill the pi.pe. This

accelerating boundary layer thickening stage hras -unlike the

smooth asymptotic thickening for a flat plate and suggested

exity for merging boundary layers that could not bea compl
:

of the rnomentum and d.i.spl-acement thicknesses, which were
'

l computed, from mean yelocity measurements at higher Reynolds

numbers (figure 11). also suggested the same trends for the

. boundary layer growth

'' 
l<êq l1 5.2 Tangentiaf Stresses

5. 2.l- Cóntoured Results

Contours of the measurements of the tangential Reynolds

stress component appear as figure 22. l¡lhile contours ne:ar

the centerline conformed to the symmetry condition üv = 0,

the contours away from the core clearly :exhibited a non-

asymptotic development. Peak vafues near the pipe axis we.re

again downstream of the mean longitudj-nal- velocity peak

position. SIack radial gr.adients were also associated .with

mean radial yel-ocity components towards the wall-. The

position of 4aximum stres:s for a. given radi.us appeared to

be nearest to the pipe entrànce for radial- positions'farthest
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fyom the axi.s. Contrary-,to what might be expected on the

basis of superpositi.on of .boundary layer stress profiles

from opposite halves of the flow, the radial stress gradient

in the central- region, where the mean velocit¡' component U

was accelerating and. overshooting, was fower than the central
.

region gradients farther downstream.

The uv stress. generally increased. with distance from

the centerl-j^ne except for a region near the wall- for

x/O : 20 where the contours indicated a tendency to l-evel-

off and even decrease. Th-e longÍ'tudinal- behavior of uv

through this regÍon agreeded withr- the mj-nimum exhibited by

flush mounbed h.ot fj-lm measurements of the wall shear stress

in developing pipe flow (Reichert; LgTU). The tendency of

the tangential Reynolds stresses a\^Iay f,rom the axis to

d.evelop rapidly and overshoot was first observed by Barbin

and Jones (1963) although their pipe length of 40 diameters

was inadequate to achieve fully developed flow. The

significance of their observation as an aspect of an overall

nonasymptoti-c development was not appreciated

5.2.2 PlinciPal Stress Angfe

In arialogy with. the stresses in a solid, thr-ere is Ro

fundamental d.ifference between the normal- and shear stresses

in turhul-ence. Whether a given arrangement of stresses is

normal, op shear, or both, depends solely on the choice of
i,il:
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axes. A s.et of prÌncipat axes can always be

which only normal stresses remain. As glven

(Ig47) , the angular directÍon of the greatest

stress is given by op where

tan 2 q,*. -- 2 uy/i)z - vz)p

lound for

by Dryden

principal

(J ;5)

and o. is measured in the ul plane from the mean flowp

directj-on. Dryden's lneasurements on a flal plate boundary

layer were made with- what is now outdated equipment, but

the results agree with. the recent measurements by Charnay

et al (f976).. Tlre findings indÍcated that for most of

the boundary layer wÍdth o- r 2Oo. This corresponds to
p

a direction inclined at 20o from bhe plane of the plabe.

The cr,* angle was slightly lower for cases with greater free
p

stream turbulence above the boundary layer.

The results for developing pipe f l-ow at selected long-

itudinal positions are presented in figure. 2l. The findings

showed that within the turbulent boundary layer, _in the

entrance, o* was high. As the flow developed the val-ues

decreased. The f l.ow at x/D = 60 exhibited maxi-mum oO

values of ltg.5o for y/R =.4. Th-e values decreased gradually

by about 6c t.'th" wall .region l{as approac}red. A simi-]ar

decreasing trend of about 30 uias evident in the f1at ptrate

resul-ts (Crr.arnay et al; fgT5) The centerline symmetr

condition for the uv stress r^ias iflustrated by val-u
Ntt
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on tlre pipe axis. The trends çf the results at x/D = 60

vüere si-milar to th.ose calculated from Lauf er's (1954 )

measurements in fully developed floui:, although Lauferts

resufts were from 6o to Bo higher. The sensitivity of

the expression f ar o¿* to errors 1n v intensity probably
p

accounts for thj.s. Inclusion of first order correction

terms to account for deyiations of the X probe behavior

from the cosine law for Ínclined. wires woufd typically
'.

increase the present op estj.mates by 40. Further, long-

itudinal intensity measurements by' Perry and Abel-1 (f975)

have shown that T,auferrs longitudinal intensity measure-

ments may be of the order of 15% too high over a consid-

erable region. This consideration alone could shift the

o¿.^ magnitudes to values similar to the present x/D = 60
p

results.

5. 3 Correlation Coeff icients

The charaeber of the uv contours was consid.erably :

modified when the stress was nondimensionalized by the

longitudinal and radial turbulence intensities (figure 24).

The most striking feature introduced by the normalization' ,.,,'.

are the r:egions of increasi-ng correlatj.on coefficient
:

associated with the turbulent boundary layer in the inlet

region. The numerical dffficulties encountered whr-en

computing the ratios of very small quantitie s, suchr- as
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occuffed in

arbitrarÍly

the laminar" core region, were oyercolne by

s.etting tine coryel-ation coefficient to zero

when urvt rô¡as the order,. of its background yal-ue in the

nonturbulent core. It sh-ould be appreciated, thr-erefore,

th.at the high, gradient reglon of the contour plot bound-
1

ing the nonturbulent core and of wi.dth comparable to the

grid point spacing was an artifaet j,ntroduced by this

computational conveni.ence. lrlh.il-e zero was th-e natural

lower hound for the correlation coefficient due to the

axis symmetry, one could hypothesize that within nontur-

bulent eddy structures' associated with the bound.ary layer

interface, nonzero correl-ations could exist. Because of

the intermÍttency of the boundary layer interface, a

cautious approach must be taken to physi-cal interpretation

of mean coruelation coefficients. However, the existence

of higher correlations within the boundary tayer near the

interface woul-d be consistent wÌth the concept of an inter-

face control-led maÍnly by large scale turbulent eddies

(Corrsin and Kistl-er; L955). Considering the magnification

of the boundary la¡rer interface apparently provided by the

pipe geometry, i.t appeared tTøt th.e effects of the large

eddies controlling the interface l^iere evid.ent in the mean

neasurements wel-t within the boundary layer.

In the region downstream of x/D = 30 the correlatj-on

coefficients rapidly adJusted to a fulty d.eveloped pattern
r.r;!tl'
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chraracteri.zed by a wall 
"ggì.on 

i¡rith approximately constant

correlation, and a core region r¡¡1th a large radial gradi-ent.

Sabot and Compte-Beflo't (lgf O) s.howed that the small- correl-

ations in the centerlÌne region r{ere due to the fl-ow symmetry

rather than a tendency towards. isotropy.

5. 4 Comments on Flow Deyeloprient

The addition of a diffuser after BO pi.pe diameters

provided the advantage of a previously documented (Okwuobi

and Azad t I9T3) flow regiroe as a controlled, known, boundary

condition against which- the trends of the analysis of the

present results in the exi.t region could be compared. Terms

such as the mean fl-ow convection of turbul-ent energy, which

exist in the developing pipe flow but would be zero in fully

d.eveloped fl-ow, are important in the diffusei'. Since the

behavior of these terms in the developing inlet regi-on was

of particuf.ar interest, it was a valuable check on the

analysis procedure to observe the appropriate trends towards

the known diffuser characteristics as the diffuser was

approached. The exit regÍon trends of the previous mean

velocity and turbulence stress tensor contours showed that

the diffuser provided a smooth- and graduaÌly more effective

termination of the pipe fl-ow. The effect of the diffuser on

the pÍpe flow üias evident several diameters upstream of the

diffuser and, appeared to. affect different quantities by
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different amounts.

: As a check on the effect of the diffuser on the ffow

deyeropment, measlrrements of u', v', 
[*u; 

t, 
and th.e center-

line velocity defect ohtained at x/D = 60.3 using experimental

setup A (.¿iffuser on) rôLere compared with results at x/D = 6S.Z

and 85.4 using setup B (di.ffuser off) (fi.gure 25), To i1l--

l- errors associ-at'ed'ustrate the rnagni-tude of th experimenta- v evvv.

with the equipment and XY plottep record digiti zaf :1on, the

results of two separate trials at each- of the positions

x/D = 60.3 and. x/D'= 65.2 were incl-uded in the figure

Measurements at intermedÍate positions between x/D = 65.2

and 85.4 using"setup B were similar. Since normaLization

can often tend to hide differences in the actual.measured

values, the turbulence fesults were plotted in dimensional

form. The data compared reasonably well- The largest

spread in values appeared in itt" measurementd of the longib-

udinal turbulence. intensily. The differences appeared to

be largely systematic and werê simil-ar in both character and

magnitude to the hot wire errors reported by Lawn (1971).

The results shotr¡ed that, for the quantities presented, the

effect of the diffus.er on the flow at x/D = 60.3 l¡as

marginal, if pr:esent at all. Further, these results showed

, +l^^ Äi f frroarthat 
. 
the. measurements at x/D - 60..3 with lhe diffuser

attached Were oslensibly- the sane aS lneasurements whi.ch

repeated over the fina:- 20 pÍpe diameters when the diffuser
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ïias not present. The extent ,of the flow deyelopment

occurring in.the first 60 diameters. of the pipe was, further
examined by compâring pn,of,i,les of both the longitudinal

turbuÌence intensity and the correl-ation coefficient
(extracted from the contour plot of the s.urvey measure-

. ments at x/9 = 6O) wi,tfi the thorough fully developed pipe

flow results of Perry'and Abell (1975) and the more recent

results of Sabot and Compte-Bellot (f975) (figure 26).

Asid.e from showing the rather large discrepency between

accepted fully developed. results, the figure sh.ows that

after 60 diameters some basic characteristics of ful1y

deyeloped flow had evol-ved

A characteris.Lic usually expected of developed

turbul-ent pipe flow is that the streamwise spatial deriva-
' tfves of measured. quanti bies be zero. A zero value of

the streamwise derÌvative of a quantity occurs where the

tangent to á .ontour ïine'becomes para'1lel to the pipe

axis. An extênded region of zero val-ue streanlwise deriva-

tives was rrot evident on the conto.urs of the basic measured

quantlties .because the deyeloping'region nearl¡/ merged with

the region of. upstream d.lf,fuser effects for experimental

setup 4.. Ih"'situation was furthen complicated since

dl-t'I'erenc c'truantities seemed to exhib,it different suscept-
l

ibÍ1ity to the di.ffuser e.ffects. . Th.e upstrealn influence

of the flow truncati.on appear:ed to preclude thr,e existence
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of an extended dynamic equilibrium region for the pipe

lengths invol¡¡ed

The static pressure.'gradient was not a sensitj-ve

indicabor of pipe flow deyelopment and hardly changed over

the l-ast 50 pipe diameters. The value of r-./p = .62 m2¡sssz'w
i from Table I was determined from measurements of the static

pressure gradient at 10 positions between x/D = 62 and 72.

A standard test often used for hot wire measurements in
^ a!-^^^-- ^--¿-^^-^^l ^Li ^.^pipe fl-ows considers thr-e l-inear extrapolation of uv measure-

I ments to the wall. ln deyeloped flow the extrapolated

yalue should compare with pressure gradient measurements

of the wall shear stress. Based on this criterion, an

1 indication of the flow development could be acquÍred from

r the examj-nation of uv survey results -

Profil-es of uv data extracted, from the XY plotter

records are plotted as figure 27. Since the hot wire yaw

ca1ibration was assumed to follow a simple cosine law, the hot

wire measurements tended to underestimate the true vr and uv.

Champagne and Sleicher (L967) have shrown that for a hot wire

with I/d = 200 and k = .20, which is yery close to the Disa
)) 55P5I X probe configuration, the following corrections apply:

("')! = (u')fr
.))

(vt)'= 1.17 / r\L- .c LV'/m

uv = 1.oB uv $'6)
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(.c denotes corrected. value r rl denotes measured value).
.':

On this basis, the uncorrec.ted ñ measurements might be

expected to extrapolate .to a vafue of 'r*/Q = 

n17.^2/"""2
at the wall, rather than the value .62 m'/sec'from Tablel

' The ge.neral behr.avior of the uy measurements of figure 2T

and in particular, thre nonl-inearity of the measurements

near the w'allris consistent wi.th the data presented by , .

ì i . _-

Lawn (1971) . Whi'Ie ï,aufer's (1954) results are linear to :, ,,,

y/R : .95, an extrapotatfon of ur¡ measurements to the wall
':

appeared to be pest based on the uv gradient near the 
l

eenterline. The extrapolati'on of measurements for

x/D > 60 gave vafues of r*/e somewhat . smaller than the

expected fu1ly Çeveloped value of .57 m2/s""2 . l{owever,

measurements as little as 5 diameters further upstream

extrapolated to considerably hÌgher r*/g val-ues. The

dashed line indicates the extrapol-ation to the expected

uncorre-cted-f ulay-deve=Ïop ed--watue-"c;to-: .5-l- --On-the b asi s'

of this extrapolation criterion it appears that the uv

results exhibited the characterÍstics of fully developed

flow at x/D = 54.86. Beyond this position the occurrence

of lower extrapolated stresses can most probably be

attributed to the effect of the diffuser

i.ilj: ì:

t'.':.
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6.0 TURBULENT KTNETIC ENERGY BALANCE

6.1- The Energy Equation

The turbulent kinetic energy budget for the developing

pipe flow was obtained from experlmental- evaluatj-on of the

terms in the time averaged turbulence energy equation.

Assuming stationarity, the equation may be written in the

form

I+II+III+IV-l-V=0

and for axisymmetric flow the fir¡e terms were identified

as fol]ows :

Mean flow conyection:

(6.1)

(6.3)

r 1u at{nz"> 1v arãznf,1r Tu- a1;72Rf-'7% aTTR)- (6.2)

Convective diffusion by kinetic and. pressure effects:

rr = å t#iFI tuqz tzvS + uplpufl)

+ #- 
"Gh,- 

{(y/R[vqz/2,F, * vpzpuf Ji

Turbulent kinetic energy production:

rrr _ uv ð(uluB) ,rF -PÌa(u/uB) (0.,*)+rr 
4 a(y7RJ- - -q TTrTzrT

* E 'T'Tl] ¡' r. v r*ã - 7r
ur, a (v/R) ïl/R-I 6 G-
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l¡lork dohe by viscous shear stresses (viscous transport):

ð rqz nïl
ïu = m"fulu, drr' tß/n) ¡çffii

....:

1 a ,. 
ð (c'lufr) ., vR l.a"il ra"¡ I (6 .i)- ERã ãTrZznr t aTxT2Rf' - ..E t\j |.a*i]

Dissipation (e):

lau-. Du,l êu*
v = \ {u l4 - dj rçt (6.6)

,B'.

In the above terms the overbar lndicates a time averaged
:

l

ì quantity. The turbulent kinetLc energy budget ls a con-

-ri: servatj-on equation for the quantity i pq- and as such

each term describes a rate of appearance or disappearance

, of turbulent kinetic energy at a point.

energy balance equation would have the dimensions of power

per unit mass but for presentati-on the normalizing factor
?R/Ui was incorporated into the equation
D

I tne terms of the energy equation can be divided into

two classes: those dealing with the local creation or the an-

nihltatton of turbulent kinetic energy within the control

energy into or out of the control volume. It is the
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presence of these later transport and convective terms

which limit the useful-ness of eddy viscosity concepts.

The structure of the flow both- upstream and downstream of

a particul-ar point deLermi.nes the behavior of the turbulent

kinetic energy.and therefore the normal- stresses at that

point. This is i-nrplí,cit in the energy balance equation

because these quanti.ties appear in spatial derivative

terms which would. require integration oyer the whole flow

f ie 1d f or analyt i c s ol-ut ion .

The fundamental starting points for the development

of the turbul-ent kinetic energy balance equation are the

Navier-Stokes and the continui-ty equation which are

respectively statements of Newtons law (a force balance)

and mass conservation. Multi.plication of the sum of these

two equations by the total velocities yietrds an energy

equation. By the usual- processes of Reynolds decomposj-tion

and time averaging followed by subtraction of the mean

energy equation, the dimensi-onal form of the above equation

is obtained. The detailed derivation of the turbulent

kinetic energy eqUation is availabl-e j-n severaf Sources

{e.g. Hinze; 1959 (ín rectangular co-ordinabes) and

Huffman; 1968 (in mixed cylinQrical and rectangular co-

ordinates as given here) ] and th,e details will- not be

unnecessaril¡r ".puat"d here. The genealogy of the

turbulent kinetic energy.equation is summarized diagram-

l¡¡:,1

maticatl¡r in figure 28. fn fully developed tur:bulent
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pipe flow the energy: eqqation be.comes much simpler as both

the longitudinal- sp'ace der.îyat.Ìyes and the mean radial
veloci.ty are zeyo. I.n particular, the mean flow convection

term disappears entirely. Th.e derivation of the simplified
fully: developed equati.on is gi,ven by Laufer (f g¡4).

'The sign convention adopted for the energy equation

was such that a term was negative within a certain yolume

element in the flow field if the.ef-eect of the term was to

cause a net increase in bhe turbulent kinetic energy of the_:

. yol-ume efement. This is the usual convention and is
consistent with tlnat used by Laufer ( 1954) and Hinze (L959)

(but not Rotta; t962) although it leads to the seemingly

paradoxical- statement that a gain 1n turbulence energy is
associated: with a negative turbulence pr:oduction term

6.2 Cornments on Interpretation

The assignment of names to the Índividual- terms in ',
''''':

the energy equati-on and the implied physical lnterpretatj-on ,,t

is essentially conventio4al. As pointed out by Brodkey et

al (L9TÐ , the terminology is vague and the physical

implications of the terms have never really been cIear. 
:,1..i::,.::. :l

The historical basis for the convention is the dynamic flow

model which developed out of work on grid flow and pure

shear flow. Strictl.y speaking, the equation can only be

regarded as a mathematl.cal expression describing a
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functioi{al relationshlp between the physical properties

of the fluid, the pressure, and the yelocity' 'The suhse-

quentid.entificatj.onofspecff,ictermswithparticular' :.''ì
ph\ysicalmech.ani.srusimplÌ.estheconceptionofaffowmodel.

Caution must tlrerefore be exercised i'n applying these

''"lassi.cnamestotheterlûsr¡¡lrenexaminingadifferentflow':.::,..'' case. As an example, to aSSi.gn a particular grouping of '' :

,, terms a name such- as "productÌonrr and t¡ypothesize a l,',,,,;.

.physicalmechanismtoaccountfortherelationshr.ipofthe

]quantitiesinthistermandtlrenrotrth-ebasisofits, behavior in grid f10r/ü:, expect it to he always of one sign

would be the effoneous elevation of the f10w model to the

lstatusofaphysica].law.Asubsequentobservationof
L1^ ^-^ fiì ^,.- -^^-i 

ma Änacchanging signs in some other flow regime does not imply a

contradj.ctionbutwouldratherServetodemonstratethe

inadequacyoftheori.gÍ-nalmode].andmayimplythatother

mechanisms may be involyed. The main point is that the 
'' .- .. : .-

terminology applied to the Various terms do not preclude ,,,,i,1,

the existence of othrer phenomena or different interpretations
f

of the terms for new flow regimes. Lindsay and Margenau (1956)

h.ave given a detai.led discussiçn of these concepts relating
':

: r ,---L^a j-* i"l r..-r

physicalmodelsandmathematicalsymboli.sm.

Afurtherpointconcerningtheinterpretationofthe
jmq í c l'hn-.' t'h irolves only over-energy balance terms' Ís that the equation Ínr

|a1ttimeaveragingofturbu1entquantities.Itcanbeargued
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(Bradshaw; l974) bhat !h" equation is therefore too crude

to support the development of physicaf model-s of the detaíled

flow mechanisrn. Bnodkey et al (f975) have considered this

problem of interpretation and suggested the examination of

the instantaneous behavior of individual terms. In particular,

they reformulated the production as the mean of the instant-

eous stress-velocity gradient product. This procedure -showed

that the triple velocity products in the diffusion term could

be considered as production terms and that the work term due

to viscous shear stress of the turbul-ent motion was similar

to an expression,for moleeul-ar diffusion. This demonstrate.d
..,.the ambigui-ties of interpretation. Brodkey et al (f975)

suggested the need for conditionaf analysis of the turbulence

to resofve these difficulties. This is particularily true

for the present results in the entrance region where inter-

mittency exists.

6.3 Evaluation Teehniques

6.3.1 ' Closure and Dissipatíon

Eagh term in the energy balance equation, except term
:

IT which eontains pressure-velocity correlations, could be

. calcul-ated from the experimental results. Term II which

was'not ayailable experimentally was obtained by closure.

The dissipation term combined with the l-ast part of term

IV was estimated from the root mean square measurements

:. : .: ;.: :.:
;,::-:r.-.:....-
.:-,r:-, : -:, t;, ,l, ¡t
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of the time derivatLve of the longltudlnal velocity fl_uct-

uations, assuming smal-l- scale isotropy and Taylorts frozen

turbulence hypothesis such that:

-v t+l [+J.v [;;.+] t=J

ñttr
= v l= ,l = 15 icoJ ' = 15v lqoì ' (6.7)

¡ax¡j L, l.a*J 
æ [ârJ

The expediency of this method of disslpation measurement for

, a survey study of the energy bal-ance 'hias obvious because of
. the relatl.ve ease with which àu/at profiles coul_d be

' measured. A comparison of the dissipations Aetermined using

time derLvative measurements with those eval-uated from one

l dimensional- spectra measurements using equati-on 3.1 indicated

that the estimates from the derivative measurements were

lr I j ...:-
ì',.-.r'

tra.* As shown bv

figure 29 the va]ues were Ii-nearly retated. The estimates ,-
: 

_:.-:l

using derivatives uiere approximately 30% lower. Lawn (f ggg) .i ,,'i
:..:_:. :::.'.-:.

has done a comparative study. of dissipation measurement

techni-ques in developed turbul-ent pipe flow. Lawnts findings
lindicated that for a Reynolds number of 9 x l0 , (based on 

i.:,,,,,1.-,centerline velocity and diameter) , the e from his spectra i"::,:..,''r

measurements was systematical-]y in error by -2g% when

compared with estimated val-ues d.ebermined by closure of

urbul-ence intensitY shear fl-ow
correction for the spectra esti-mate of e (Lumley; 196^ -,-i*:

, indlcated that the e vafues were approximately I% too high. l ",i:''
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the fu11y developed energy balance equation. Thus, while

the magnÌtude of the dissfpation may have been systematically

underestimated by as much as 60/,, the trends which r^rere

indicabed by the àu/ðt results were most probably correct.x

6. 3.2. Spatlal Derivatives

The longitudinal And radial derivatives of the basic

turbutence measurements appearing in the energy equation "':,.''
' l':t.

were obtained by a process similar to that originally 
,.,;,1.¡.;,..

developed to get the longitudinal derivatives of U required

for the eval-uatj-on of V from continuity (Section 4.2). The

high density data grids of the survey measurements (Section 3,5) 
ì

. provided the input data for the computation of these spatial i

derivatÍves. Longitudinal derivatives of turbulence

quantitÍes were obtained by analytic differentÍation of fifth

ord.er l-east square polynomial flts of the data at each rad.i al

position.Theresultingfourthorderderivativepo1ynomia1s

were eval-uated at two diameter intervals. As with the 
,,,,.,, ,,.,

derivatives of the mean velocity, the resulting derivati-ve ,:,,r,.,,

d.ata was smoothed. numerically in the rad.ial direction using ,',r..,'''-

a Hamming convolution fil-ter. This eliminated smal-l-

irregularities which were inconsistent with expected smooth-

ness. Data was then extracted from the smoothed, high density il,.,,.t,.-'

data grids to fill a matrix of sixe 2I x 35 representing the

orrection for the X probe ðu/àt results
based on \dyngaard'ã (ryAg) analysis for paràIle1 wires indicated
that an underestimate of e between 50f'and 70/' was possibl-e for
the typical range'of ¡ values encountered. These were assumed
to be appropriate for the X probe since l,riyngaard found that the .:!..!parall-el wire corrections al-so applied to the 45" slant wires ' , ',

of a vorticity probe
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previously described for. bh.e hasic neasurenents. comput-

ations, of th.e yariouq enengy' equation terms were performed

wlth a seri.es of co:nputer routines designedlto hand.le the

2I x 35 point matrices.

Èadial deri¡¡.atiyesr were obtaLned. by. an anal-ogous

procedure but wrth'nuneriìcal- smoothing tn the longitudinal-
dlreetlon. centerli'ne zero values for.the derivatives (a

symrnetry conditfon for mean quantfti.es) were forced. by
' refl-ectlng flve data poLnts for radlal positions nearest

the centerlLne, around the centerllne, before fittlng .the

f flfth order pofynomials and analytlc differentiation.
' Both longitudinal and radta] second order derivatives

were obtained by applicatÍon of the same, procedures to the

r data for th,e fÍrst derfvatives except no virtual pofnts

, about the centerfine were. used

vüere developed"as :Fortran computer programs . The poly-
:

nomial technique required much more computer time to
determine the derivatives than a finite difference tech-

nique would require. Itq use in i-terative computational-

procedures would therefore be inappropriate. However,

j , dtff,erencing technfques are very sensÍtive to errors in

in the computed derivatives. The polynomial technique

produced smooth mean results whlch were both physically

reasonable and appropriate for contouring.

.ilì

l'::,j.:r::':':::i'
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6.4 Spatiaf Derivatiye Contours

Contour plots of the longitudinal- and radial deriv-
atives generated for U, V and f uppur" as f,igures 30 35.

The success of the fifth order polynomial fits for the data

was supported by the finding that the contoured derj-vatives

whj-ch hrere produced ,did not contain unexpe,cted zero contours

inconsistent with the origi-nal data. such spurious zeros

might have been introduced had the order of the fitted
polynomiars been too high, allowing oscilfa.bion of the fitted
curve between daba points

The behavior of the spacial derivative pfots was :

general]y more compl-ex than for the contours of the original
i data. As expected, zero derivative contour lines corresponded
.

with the ridges and troughs ( lines of maximum or rninimum

values) on the original data contours. More detail-ed features

of the original contoured data such as changes Ín contour. : : ..' ::.
' spacing were emp.hasized by the derivative contours. In ,'

,:, :j :,particul-ar a region of maximum longitudi-nal spatial gradient '.',',,,'

f,or U was apparent in the nonturbul-ent entrance region core

(pigure 30). This may indicaLe the spatial location
where the mechanism causÍng overshoot üias lnost effective. i) 

':":'ilvvsu rrrvÐu v--- 
l,' .,

Details of the wal-l region turbul-ence structure were al-so

hightighted by the cl-osed. patterns of the turbul-ence intensity
spatial derivative contours in that region (Figures 34 and 35).

rl.jil-::
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6. 5 Bnergy Bal-ance Contours

6.5.1 Productlon

The total- turbulent klnetLc energy productlon (Figure 36)

had a general behavlor simil-ar to the Reynolds stress

terms, with a ridge of htgh productlon extending from the
I

wal1 region lnto the core region for 3O < x/D < 42. For a

fixed radial position, the region of maximum production was

upstream of the position of maximum Reynolds stresses.

According to the sign convention adopted for the energy

balance equations, a negative term corresponded to a gain

of turbulence energy for a unÍt mass. Production was there-

fore greatest near the walls. The producti-on describes the

actlon of Reynolds stresses to extract energy from the mean

fl-ow. While the production term ffl is a grouping of four

terms only the first term was signifi cant The others i^iere

approximately two orders of magnitude smal-ler oyer the con-

toured region. This was especially true for the parts

invotving the differences of normal stresses. llhile the

smal-ler magnitude parts did not affect the total prod.uction

appreciably, their contoured behavior was quite complex

(Figures 37, 38, and 39). In each case the predominant

contour features appeared to divide the ffow fiel-d into

three regions: a region associated, with the growing

turbulent boundary layer upstream of the mean flow overshoot

positions, a second regi.on associated with the flow downstream
i.:i.:::'.:. i :

t : :.' :.:.', '
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of the mean fl-ow peaks where the turbulent stresses peaked

and fulIy developed fl-ow was established, and a region near

the pipe exit where diffuser effects were identified.

In the usually observed situation, the production
',,1terms bear a Sign indicating an increase in the turbulent : "

kinetic energy at the expense of the mean flow energy

However, Tennekes and Lumley (I9TZ; p. 62) have pointed 
,t,,,.,:,

out that the reverse situation can occur over restricted ':.' ':

flow regions. This admits the possible existence of a . 
.

mechanism by which the mean flow may be accelerated at 
rr:'':

the expense of the turbulent energy. Individually, the

smaller magnitude production terms exhibited regions

. where this reverse turbulent production could be occurring.

The reverse productj-on terms which appeared in the en-

trance region were of partlcular interest since they could

pfay a role in the nonasymptotic mean fl-ow development.

I^Ihile bhe usual dynamic processes invol-ve transfer

of kinetic energy to higher wave numbers and eventual- dis- . ,,
: , 

'..,',

sipation, theoretical work on two dimensional turbul-ent flow :

'; :.1_;.1

.:..(Novikov; I974) indicates that the transfer of turbulent

enetigy to the lower wave numbers wil-l occur. It Seems plaus-

ibl-e that in the regj-on of the boundary layer core interface
ii,; ,.,a,1

the turbulent structure may tend towards two dlmensionality ,'t '

and be distiguished by a special energy transfer mechanism

tending to accel-erate the mean flow at the expense of the

turbulent kinetic energy

¡Ë
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rn connection with the turbulence production term,

the ¡ehaïior of the mean flow vorticity contours,

! |,'!u1up' - 
a(u/uB) l{rruu"u 40) was examined. According2 (ð(x/n) a(v/R) ,l

to recent theoretical work at Stanford (Ferziger and Shaanan; ::

I976) , the presence of mean flow vorticity in a turbutent
fiel-d should inhibit production. A comparison of the vorticity
with total- production contours seemed to bear this oub insofar .,,,,1

as the ridge of high vorticity extending from the wal_l region 
.,.,,

in the vicinity of x/D = 25 could be associated with the r::":::

ridge of total- turbulence kinetic energy production in the

same area. The only component of mean vorticity which exists

. for the axisymmetric pipe ftow may be attributed to f]uid
tending to rolf, like donut-shaped toroids, about the pipe

axis. Over most of the contoured region the positive vorticity
indicated a tendency of the mean flow to turn towards the

pipewa1]..ThecoreregÍ-onexhibitedasma11regionof

opposite bendency

6.5.2 Mean Flow Convectlon

Term I in the turbulent kinetic energy balance describes

how the mean flow moves turbul-ence energy in the field. The

mean fl-ow convection contours exhibited a r,adical nonasymp-

totic behavior (Figure 41). 'fn this case the second part of

the mean flow convection term was of opposite sign and it

r.:: --: .':
i'.,..
I
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was typieally an order of magnitude smal-ler than the first
part (Figures Llz and 4l). This indicated. that !h" general

pattern of the total mean fl-ow convection was largely due

to the lnterrelation of the U and turbulence intensity fiel-ds

rather than the computed V field which it appeared to resembl-e.

The mean flow convection contours indicated a region of

general turbulence kinetic energy loss, followed downstream

by a region of kinetic energy gain.

As the flow became fully developed, the magnitude of the

1 mean flow convection diminished. A zero value contour tra-

, versed the flow near x/D = 65. Since the mean fl-ow convection

. was zer.o only if both the longitudinal derivative of the

turbulent kinetic energy and the mean radial velocity comp-
!

i onent were zero, the convection term was a sensitive indicator
I for fully developed flow. Closer to the pipe exit the variati-on

of the mean fl-ow convection across the pipe reproduced the same

trends as those measured independently by Okwuobi and Azad

(1973) in the diffuser.

6. 5. 3 Vis-cous, Transport

Term fV of the turbulent kinetic energy balance is bhe

viscous transport term. Only the part of the term involving

the Laplacian of the turbulent kinetic energy was cal-culated

)a, .a:¿,:.j.' ]:r:::;,-... : .'

:.:r: ,:'(

::-:ri:.:.:::r' r::

,,:t:¡*
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and of these two terms only the first was significant
(figure 44). The remaJ.nLng part of the viscous transport

term was included fn the dissipation estimate. The viscous

transport term represents the transport of turbufence energy

due to viscous effects and as such would be expected to be

impo.rtant 9n1y where viscous effects are important such as

near a solld boundary. Throughoub the major portion of the

dev.eloping field away from the pipe axis the viscous t::ans-

port term j-s about an order of magni-tude smal-ler than the

mean fl-ow convection. In the fuÌ1y developed region away

lrom the pipe axis the viscous work term was small- and showed

a smal-l- energy .l-oss as the wall was aþproached, This was

sÍmil-ar to l,aufer's (L954) f i,nd.Íngs for fully developed pipe

The appearance of ceil-s of decreasing absolute magnitude

.along the centerline was unexpected. In these cells, the

viscous transport approached val-ues comparable in magnitude

to the mean fl-oi^¡ convection term. These cells tended to

áelineate the regions of aecel-eration and d.eeeleration of

the longitudinal mean velocÍty component which did not enter

into the calculation for the viscous transport at all. Thís

suggested that when the mean flow was accelerating or

deceler¿ting, even though this was no.t due to the local

presence of a sol-id body, viscous e'ffects became more import-

ant.
i:i,:ì''
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6.5.4 Dissl.pation

The appearance of the nondlmensionali.zed dissipation

contours, as determÌned from ìu/ð,t (Figure fl5), Ì^ras s imilar to the , 
, 

,,

b.ehavior for the total production term, although the 1onpl-l

itudinal peak posi.tions we're farth-er downstream, closer to
:; those of th,e Reynolds stress terms. Examination of the r::.1:

i. :; :.:,,

contour magnltudes for .7 < y/R < .g indicated that

dj-ssipation val-ues \^rere approxirnately I/3 to L/2 of the ,','','.t

production. 'Considering that dissipatÍon may have been

ì underestimated by as much as 60/" and that the relative
magni-tudes of the mean fl-ow convection and viscous trans- !

port terms were small Ín this regÌon, it appears that prod-

i uction and dissipation approximately balanced near the wal-l-

Further, the high gradient wal-l- region which appeared in the
j

contoursforthe,convectívediffusj-onterm,whichwas

calculated by cfosure (FÍgure 46) , was apparently caused by
'' :

this underestimate of the dÍssipation rneasurelnents. ',,

6 .5 .5 Closure Term

The closure term 'whích . i.nyolves triple veloci-ty products

and pressure-yelocity correlations diyided the flow field into

two regions. The term was positiye in a large area of the

flow fietd'near the wall. This i.ndicated a l-oss of turbulent

energy due to convectiye diffusion. The terrn was negative

near bhe pipe axÍs and in the region of the boundary layer-

corei.4terface.ThezeYocontourfi.nedividingthese
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regions ostensibly coi.ncided wÌ.th the li¡rits of the region

of nearly cons,tant coÍí€latj-on coefficient previously.

obseryed. .ln the ce.nterl-Ìne region, for 38 < x/D < 5\'

whrere Lotal- production Was sfial-1, thr,e convective di.ffusion

ach-ieved i.ts largest negatiye values to halance the turbulent

kinetic energy f.osses due to al-l of the other energy terms

The conyective diffusion also appeared to be an important

energy term at ttre top of th.e boundary layer in the entrance

region where the producti.on was s¡lal-1. conyective diffusion

becomes the only significant term to balance the mean flow

convection in this regi.on

6.6 Tentative Flow Ctass,ification

tsased on.the approxirnate spatial l-ocations of the

contour features of the measured and cal-cul-ated quantities, ':
i

an: overalf Ímpression was created that the f]ow fiel-d could

be divided into two broad areas (Figure )47)' The contoured ;: ' :i::
i:-:: ::: : -lt::

.

behavior of quantities such as.the. mean radial veloclty r,,.,.,i:,
,.,,,, ,,.

mean florn¡ convectj-on, nean vorticity, viscous transport, ': :

j

and correlation coefficients s..egregated the part of the

flow field in the entrance which was with the top of the

^ t t.' t'j'.f" '

growing turbulent boundary layer and thre acceleration of "i ,ìil',,

themeanflortfie1d..Thenonas.ymptoticdeyelopmentofthe

mean flow was identified with. this 'rinteraction" region.

Further downstream where the total- prAduction, di.ssi.pation,

a4d Reynolds: Stress. tens-of contours peaked, it was hypothesized ',','" 
'
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o/

that the response of the turbulent quantities to the meAn

flow nonasymptotic development was in evidence. This area

Was called a ttrecoveryrr region. The additional classific-

ations which are shown in the fÍ-gure are basecl on more

detailed contour features wj.thl-in these two regions.

i.:1
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7.0 SPECTRA BESULTS

7.I Prellminary Checks

A comparÌson of normalLzed spectra resul-ts for u,

uslng the Dtsa 55P51 T probe and the 55P01 single wl.re

probe at 3 radtal postlions for x/D = 65, showed that the

sf.ngle w.ire gave sllghtly hlgher spectral estimâtes in

regions of hfgh turbul-ence Lntensity (Flgure 4B). A check

of the nondi.menslonalLzl.,ng factor e from equation (3.1) also

gave comparabl-e val-ues for both probes and it was concl-uded

that the use of the X probe for further spectra measurements

was justLffed. Spectra results obtaLned with the Krohn-Hite

3550 fllter (constant \3% of mÌd-frequency bandwidth) were

compared wlth those obtained usi-ng the extremely sharp 10

and.100 Hz bandwidth filters of the H.P. 35gO-A wave analyser

(Figure 49). Even at the hÍghest wave numbers, the results

were nearly identi-ca1, verifying that the Krohn-Hite filter

was adequate for the measurement of the smooth spectra.

As a second check, the spectra resul-ts for u at x/D = 60

and y,/R = .5 were compared with those of Lumley and Takeuchi

(Wf 6) measured in fully developed pipe fl-ow aL nearly the

same Reynolds number. Excell-ent agreement was found for u

coefflci.ents in the 5/3 decay region of each spectrum ( see

Section 7.5) .
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7.2 Wave Number Spectra
I

One di¡lensional wave numberr spectra (Ei(kl) ) (where

i = 1, 2, or 3 for ü, v, o! w respectivel-y) were obtained

f or 3 radial posi-tions at 7 axial- positions. Radia]

positions j-n the inlet regi-on, where a nonturbul-ent core

existed, were selected so that Y/R = .g, y'/6 x .j and .9
, /-,t - rì \y' = ll.V) using the contours of th-e total turbulence

intensity to estimate 6. Beyond x.,/D = 30, ô was taken to

be the pipe radius. The nondimensionalized (or(krn))

spectra results for u, v and w appear as figures 50r 5L, and

I 52. The pertinent experimental parameters and calculated

. scal-es for the spectra appear in Table 2. In general, al-l of

the speetra collapsed in the high I^Iave numbers. Exceptions
;

i were the data for x/D = l0 and 20 at y'/6 = .9 where inter-
l

mittency of the turbulent boundary layer existed. For axial

positions in the inl-et region a trend for increasing l-ow wave

number energy wj-th downstream position existed. This trend

was least pronounced for y speetya. The detail-ed behavior

of the spectra for x/D > 30 seemed to suggest a maximum of

low wave number energy for x/D : 40 or 50. This would be

consistent with the nonasymptotic turbul-ent fie]d development,

1 but the large data scatter, especlally at the l-owest wave ,,.,,,v ':']: :

I 
'-".:'l

numbers, made a Oefinite statement impossible. The appear-

ance of a high waye number tfhrook" in spectra results for

y, /6 = .) was attributed to th.e .decreasing signal to anemo-

meter noise ratio for the higher Kol-mogorov miscroscales, ¡, :..,
l;ì-l:

of the core region turbul-ence. The Kolmogorov microscal-es l.t'
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were computed using e determined from the. spectra and yaried

from approximately 1.3 x. tO-4n near the pipe axis, to

.7 x 10-4m at y/n = .). This ef.fect of noise on the high

frequency character of the spectra has been described by

Irrryngaard and Lumley (.f967) .

. All of the u spectra r^iere characterized by a -5/3 slope

region over about a decade of waye numbers. This range \^ias

not as extensive for the v and w spectra. The turbulence
1/) )

Reynolds number R^ = I5-'' (utn,/v)' was cal-cul-ated for each u

.spectra using the Kolmogorov length scale ( see Tabl-e 2) .

Values ranged between 140 and 250 with maximum val-ues near

the wal-l-: In the intermittent region near the inlet some

lower values of R., occurred. Bradshaw (fg67) has suggested.^
that R. = l4O can be taken as a l-ower l-imit for the existence

^of an inertial subrange for pipe fl-ow. 'On this basis, it was

expected that the major portlon of the turbul-ent fiel-d would

exhibit some form of local- isotropy for higher r^rave numbers.
2

7.3 Dissipati-on Spectra

To facilitate examination of the high wave number

spectra behavior, dissipation spectra were computed from the

wave number spectra. While a log-1og presentabion of the

dissipation spectra (after Kistler; 1964) gave the impression

of general convergence of the measurements, a finear plot
(Monin and Yoglam; 1975) was chosen.to magnify the details
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(Figures 53 , 54 and,55) . Scatter of the data points at the

dissipation spectra peaks was l-east foy the measurements at

y'/6 = .5 compered wtth the results elther cl-oser to the

wall or plpe axLs. Frenkiel and Kl-ebanoff (LgT5) pointed "'"'
' out that the appropri-ate reglon for study, when investigating

the small scale structure, of a boundary 1ayer, is located at
, .,,.,.

an intermedf.ate posi.tion, away from the intermlttency effects l' ',

assoclated with both the wal-l and the outer regions of the 
ij:::.::,:
i:::- .:. . 

:. 
: .:

boundary layer. The appearance of the present spectra

results, at y'/6 = .5 seem to bear this out. l

The physical sfgniflcance of the dissJ-pation spectrum
:

peak has been given by MonÍn and Yoglam (fg|Ð. The peak

position defines the high .wave nurnber l-lmit of the -5/3 d.ecay

region and therefore, if lt exists, the upper lirnit of the

inertial- subrange. l^lhile Monin and Yoglam suggested a value

t, the present results peaked near

k. î = .l-0. Simi.Iar 'dissipation spectra peak positions att'
krn = .10 were found by Champagne et al- (lg16) in a two-

dfmensional- mixing region. Lumley and Takeuchj-'s (L976)

pipe f l-ow results were simll-ar. Bradshaw (1967 ) has sugges'ted

kn < .1 as an upper limit for the -5/3 regi-on. For one-

djrnensiona1Spectrahehasmodifiedthelimittok'n<

but, when compared to the present resul-ts, this figure

appearéd to be conrseryative
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Qualì tatiye comparison of the heights of the spectral

peaks for y'16 .5 .showed that those for v and. w were nearly

the same. Using "37 as a crude representative value of the

heÍght, a ratfo of the radial and circumferential peak

hefghts to the u height of : 1.5 w'as estimated. The results

of d.etalled cal-cul atlons wf th the maximum specbral vafue' for

each spectrurt gave a mean ratio within 10% of 4/3, the theoretical-

yalue for a 1ocally isotropfc structure. The satisfaction of

thfs local isotropy conditton at.the high wave number limit of

the ^.5/3 law. region 1^Ias considered as eyidence. for the exist-

ence of an i.nertlal- subrange

ThepresentSpectraresu]-tsWereobtained.usingawire

with a sensitive length l- = 1:25 mm- For the disslpation
W

spectra of u at y, /6 = .5, the t*/n values were all- within 5f'

of 12.1. This ratio was consfderably higher than -those of

Chrampagne et at- (LgT6) and Lumley and Takeuchi (]g76) (report-

íng I*/n - 4 and 4.l- respectively), but surprisingly, the

dissipation spectra compared wel-l and.did not appear to show

signiflcant attenuation effects for k.l-¡. t .5. Idyngaard

Ogeg) nas shown fhat for wave numbers greater than

-'l1,, *(k-,1 : .08 for tne present results), the effects of wire
W.L

.Iength attenuation become increasingly importanb until.at

k-n = 1 the attenuatfon Ls about 3Of'. Chanpagne et aL' (L976)
-L

compared dLssipation spectra results obtained using wires
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with I*/n = l-2 and 4, uslng äulDt neasurements with the

t*ln = 4 wlre ta estirryate e' and de¡lonstrated a rel-atlve

attenuation conslstent wlth trtlyngaardrs calculatlons. The

\^raye number spectra nondlnensionallzatJ.on and the calcul-atj-on

of disslpatlon spectra for the pres'ent results were carried

out uslng e computed by integrratlon of the wave number

nts, although bothspectra r"atherr than from ðu/ãt measureme

methods assume lsotropy. Consid.eratLon of the effects of

using an underestimated e value to process a given set of

Ei(kl) spectraL measurements indicated Linaí dissi-pation

spectra would appe ar to be shÍfted to higher k-.'l values by

-i /lt 
-L'

a factor relabed to e-I/4 and would be amplified by a factor'

"/LI.rêlated to e-J/ r. The apparent agreement between the present

measurements and the previously mentloned I*/t1 = 4 results

indicated, therefore, that the e value estimated from the

spectral results stgnlffcantly underesti-mated .the true ¿

value and was not as good as vafues estimated by the ðu/ðt

measul:ements with the smaller t*/n ratío. It was concluded

thaí the attenuation of spectral- measurements which must

occur because of the high t*/n ratio, \^Ias somewhat compen-

sated by the corresponding low val-ues of e which arose.

Had the e Val-ues cal-culated from the present èu/ãt measure-

ments with t*,/n'= ]'2.l- been usedr âñ even larger under-

estlmate of e would have resul-ted (Figure 29) ' It becomes

evLdent, that in the.absence of ðu/àt measurements with

l*/n of at mos t 4 , the best estimate of Ê was derj-ved from

spectra results rather than ðu/àt measurements with the

t5



same ï¡ire. This is in agreement with Lawn's (L969) find-
ings and lmplies tlnat any coruparlson of spectna resul-ts

must lnclude careful çonslderati'on of the source of the

nondirnenslonalizÍng terms

7.5 Alpha Plots

Detail-s of the spectra behavior for intermediate wave

numbers was obtained by plotting o,.r vs ktn .(Figures 56, 57,t-

and 58) where cri was the one dimensionaf Kofmogorov inertial

subrange constant defined by:

or(k.n) = 0i(xrn) -5/3 (7.1)

The ext'ent of !h" -5/3 decay region for each spectrum was

delineated by a region of approximately eonstant o, value

The upper kln limib of the constant o- region corresponded
l-

favorably with respective peak positions of the. dissipation
: .;r ;1 ; ¡:;

spectra. As expected on the basis of the appearance of the " ''" '

:

Or(krn)' pl-ots, the range of constant o2 and cr3 was very ,, ''

narroÌr. For reasons presented above, the anal-ysis of the

crr plots was restricted to those f or yt /6 = .5 , TheseI

exhibited the least data scabter. For the l-imited range l-,,¡-,;.

of k.,q for which all of the u, v and w spectra al a position
_L

had a constant qi value, the isotropic condition o3 = oZ =

(41Ða- was fouÍrd to hold. This condition was satisfied for' '"'-l- |

a ranqe of k-¡ extending about L/3 decade below the upper
l-
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l-imJ^t of the inerbial subrange. Thus, for a considerabl-e

range of k.,¡ the u spectra exhlbited a -5/3, power laù
t,' '' J L-- \--

behavior even whife anisotropic conditions existed. This

feature was also present in Lawnrs (L969) .pipe f l-ow results .

'The values for cr, in the dissipation region qf the spectra

progressivery deviated from the isotropj-e rati.o rerationship
wibh increasing ktn. This was undoubtedly a reflection of
the wire le.ngth attenuation.

The constant o, regions for the u spectra at V, /6 = .5

showed a considerable range of scatter for gr. An average

value of .57 was calculated. which was in fair .agreement with
Bradshawfs (rgO7) val-ue of .55 for the outer layer of a shear

f l"ow

region indicated an average {r1 value of .57, in agreement with

the value at yt /6 = .5 measured by Lumley and Takeuchi (1976) ,

j-n what the)¡ have considered to be fuJ-ly developed pipe flow,

at x/p = 60, for a Reynolds number of 60000 (radius = L.26 cffi¡

mean velocity = 7.'6 n/sec.). The spectra which they measured

'were obtained by digital. methods. The agreement between their
digitaf resufts and the present analog results indicated that
the filters which were used were adequately sharp

7.6 Integral Scale Estj-mation
'

UsÍng the present U speetra resul-ts and the method

recommended by BuÍltjes (Ig7Ð, the value of the Euferian

:;¡:::
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longitudinal i ntegral s.cal-e (.4) Was estimated.

by Builtjes,
As given

Itm 8., Ck., ) / (u').2 = 2A/r .
kl*o ' r (7.2)

The approximately constant l-ow wave number region of the

Bl(kl) spectra was ext?apolated graphically to k, = O to

obtain the yalues appearing in Table 2. Bxcept for the

inlet regions, the largest values of A were associated

with the yt/ô = .5 measurements. Typical yalues of A

ranged between .3 and .5 O. A si-milar radial trend for
the integral scale has been glven by Sabot and Comte-

Bel-1ot (WlA). Smal-ler lntegral scales r^rere measured Ln

the lnIet region, eonsistent with the occurrence of a

thinner boundary layer. In this region (x/D < 30), the

largest integral scales occurred for y/R = .9. The inter-
mittency of the boundary layer can be expected to decrease

the value of the integral scales determi-ned from the low

wave number spectra behavior

7.7 Cross Spectral- Density

Measurements of the cross spectral density of u and

y, that 1s the shear stress spectra, appear in nondimen-

sional form in ff.gure 59. In contrast to the one dimen-

sional spectra, the least data scatter occurred for y/R =

.9 which was within the region of constant correlation
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coefficient as indicated hy contourj_ng (Figure Z\).
Because the mean uy yal-ueJ and hence, the spectrat estimates

were small-est near the pfpe axis due to the flow symmetry,

experimental accuracy dimLnl.shed and may haye contributed to
the larger data scatber for yt 16 = .). This is in addition
to the intermi.btency effects in the entrance region. The

anomalous results for x/D = f.B, y/R = .9 due to the presence

of the flow trip were Íncluded because of the interesting
relationship which they bear to the one dimensional y ancl u

spectra. rt was evident that the predomi-nent effect of the

trip roughness el-ements was to introduce radial vel-ocity

fluctuations over a rather restricted range of krn centered

approximately at k.,n = .01. UsÌng the u spectraf estimate
l_

of Çr this k.t corresponded to a wave number of r 200 m-I-l

which compared with a rrough estimation of the linear
distribution of sand grains on the trip. As evidenced by

the stress spe ctra for y/R = .9 , the effects of the amplified
shear were quickly dissipated. The absence of marked trip
effects in the u spectra agrees with the spectra measure-

ments of Klebanoff and Diehl (t952) , who studiecl the same

i-. nl qto cranmaftrip in a flat plate geometry

Klebanoff (tgSS) pointed out that the shear spectra
provtde a direct test of l-ocal isotropy since local Ísotropy

can exlst only for k.,n vafues for whlch the shear spectrumI

is zero. Thus, extrapolation of the shear stress spe ctya to
zero provides a lower ktl ltmlt for local isotropy. The
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shear slress spectra for y'/ô = .! indicated a linit or
ktA : .08 while thqse fçr y./R ; .Ç and y',/û = .,p gaye

values nearer krn. ;ì .1. The obseryatlon that,for krn

values bel-ow these llntts, the lsotropic ratÍq for the

energy of the velocity components held and yet shear was

nonzero, was characteri.sttc of the condition termed. rrsecond

class isotropy" by. Bradshaw- Qgef ) . It appears that true
local Lsotropy was achieved only aL the upper krn limit of
the -5/3 region. It should be noted however, that the
requirement that the cross spectrum actually vanish for
local isotropy is unnecessarily strong. The discussion
given by Tennekes and Lumley (I9TZ; p 262) indicates that
local isotropy is a state that is achieved asymptoticarty
and begins when the time scales of the dissipatj-ve eddies

are short relative to those of the mean strain rate. on

this basls, it i-s not necessary for the cross spectrum to
vanish at a particular wave number for locally isotropic
conditions to hoId.
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B. O THE TURBULENT-NO.NTURBUI,ENT INTERFACE

B. l- Motivation For Study'

The contoured resul-ts of the turbulent kinetic energy

balance survey focused attention on the zone _associated
with the turbufent-nonturbulent interface in the pipe inlet

region. The.appearance of production terms which suggested

a mean l-oss of turbul-ent energy to the mean fl-ow was espec-

ially intriguing. The possÍbi.lity 'that these resul-ts l^Iere

a clue to bhe mean flow overshoot mechani-sm and overall

nonasymptotie development warranted further, more detailed,

turbul-ence measuremenbs. It uras hypothesized that the

focusing effect of the pipe geometry coufd açcentuate some

detail-s of the turbul-ent-nonturbulent interface mechanism.

Thls coufd perhaps cause an acceleration of the mean flow.

The primary objectives of this further series of expe::iments

were to examine the interface region and study the nature

of the free stream ftuctuations above, the interface.

The spectra measurements were not particularily indic- ' r :: :

ative of the nonasymptotic development and suggested that

this behavior was mainly a characteristic of the low
: 
"''l 

t :t' .

frequency turbul-enee. Considering this , and the reason- r': ":':;:l

abf,e assumption that effeets of. an interaction between the

mean fl-ow and boundary layer would probably be most evident

for lqrge scale turbutrent structures, it was decided to

include an experimental investÍgation o.f low pass filtered :"
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turbul-ence.

8.2 Description of Experiments
t:.:;r :

Basic quantities which were measured in this spec-

ialized series of experi:nents included the second, third
and fourth moments (intensity, skewness and flatness f actor) , .:.: :

:. .: ..

of the u and v turbul-ence signals. Detailed lneasurements t:i 
'

were also. made of the uv Reynolds stress and the percentage , ;, ,-"-i,''

co¡rtribution to the total stress due to u and v fluctuations
in each of the four quadrants of the uv plane. First and

:

second order time derivatives of the u signat were produced

and estimates of the intermíttency factor in the inl-e t
regi-on r^rere made by a visual analysis of these signals on

aTektronj-csmode1466dua1tracestorageosci1loscope

0n1y rj overal-lrr characteris tics of the f low i^iere measured .

That is, no discrimination was made between the. random motion

occurring inside and outside the bulges : "'"':'rr'.::.:. :..

'''''I 'The special anal-og turbul-ence processing equipment ,

required to produce the various tnoments, stresses and

derivatives were designed and buil-t by Mr. R.H. Hummel j-n

association with Tri Met Instruments Ltd. of V,linnipeg. i : ,

, 

't'' 
':':: ''::' 

J 
' '

The cirôui.ts were of sbandard design employing high quatity

solid state multipl-iers and amplifiers. The instrumentation
consisted of a modet TM-377 turbul-ence processor, TM-TDl

differentiator and TM-276 quadrant correlator. The function
i:::,::.. _:,;:,)
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of the quadrant correlator was to. select the positive or

negati-ve parts of the u and r¡ fluctuating signals and

produce a product signal. The linearized signals from a

Dj-sa 55P5I X probe provÌ,ded the inputs to the turbulence

processor. The anemometers, linearizers, probe supports

and traversing rnechanism were as described prevlously fo!

the surlrey' measurements. Filtering of the signals for the

large scale turbulence measurements was performed with

Krohn-Hite mode I 37TO filters set at a 1ow pass frequency

of 5OO Hz. The operati,onal- effectj-veness of the various
'

analog devices was verified by visuaL observation of the

sj-mul-taneousJ-y stored i.nput and output traces on the storage

oscilloscope. In particular, bV using the scope in an XY

pJ-ot mode, the transfer function of the various square,

cube and fourth power circuits could be checked. directlV

and the.amplifier gaJ-ns could be readily adjusted for

maximum signal levels wi-thout exceeding the dynamic range

of the instrumentation.

Profil-e measurements were made at approximately ,
diameterintervals in the first 20 pipe diameters where a

discrete potentiaf core existed. Measurements were cont-

inued at 10 diameter intervals further downstream. Most

of the meåsrrrements vüere made in the half of the flow

opposite to the positi..on where the traversíng mechanism

entered the pi,pe. The asymmetrj-cal probe support slightly
:

displaced the symmetry of the f 1o,w from the pipe axis.



8.3 Experimental Results,

O - f m.u. J. r r ulrbuf énce Intensities
-

Prof if es ôf 'tfie' longi.tudinal turbulence intensity,

whi.ch were .measured usÍng the turhul-ence processor, are

presented in f igure 60. The measurements we.re normalized

by the local rnea.n yel-ocity. This normalization 'was

appropriate for showi,ng the background turbulence l-evel-s

and the boundary layer thi.ckening in the lnl-et, but it con-

fused the developing behavi.or downstream. Thus, the coll-

apse of the resul-ts fo.r x/D = 4O.f and 50.4 does not imply

that the f low structures I^Iere the same. The results in

the entrance region core showed a background turbulence

l-evel- of ' .25% for. the tunnel. This low value demonstrated

that the long settling sections and the screens upstream of

the contraction cone were very effective. The high vafues

of u'/:J, near the wall-, for x/D = I.TI, Índicated that 1,,.'',-.

increased longitudinal turbul-ence l-evels or decreased "-,, ,

local mean vel-ocities existed in the rrshadow" of the trip l

element. The position x,/D = L.7I I^Ias l-ocated approximately

B cm. downstream of the .trip. The measurements further
,..,i..,,.

downstream did not exhibit thi.s wal-l region anomaly. The i'r:-":'r

resul-ts on the. pipe axi.s generally increased with'down-

stream distance. The constant u'/UL vafues, which were

characterist'ic of the nonturbulent core region for each

profile, disappeared between x,/D 
= 

20 and 30.



A comparison of the relative energies associ.ated with
the longitudinal and radial turbulen,ce components in the

entrance region fJlT> is presented in figure 61. The

existence of a region associated with the interface, where

radial- intensj-ties exceeded longitudinal intensities, was
))clearly indicated by yalues of u'/u' less than l.O.

Evidence for tn: existence of this region was indicated by
.

the contours of ur and vr but the detairs of its magnitude

and spatial extent could not be determined. rn this region,
at x/D = 4.66, the present measurements showed radiar turb-
ul-ence energy fevels * ll6f, larger than the longitudinal
level-s. This percentage decreased wÍth downstream position...
The spatial extent.of the region appeared to be largest for
x/D = 10.21. The l-ow ratios for radial positions near the

wall-, ãt x/D = 1.7L, suggested that the trip disturbed the

flow proportionately more in the radial di-rection than in
the longitudinal direction. This agreed. with the indicai-
ions of longitudina] and radial- spectral measurements in
the 'inlet (Section 7 .7)

The anomal-ies thab

y/R = .5 and .7 for x/P

arily f5.49) correlated

same regi.on (Figure' 1B).

unclear, but it appeared

which tended to decrease

appeared in the curves between

= 10.2Ì, 15.49 and 20,41- (particul-

wi.thr- ut contour anomali-es in the

The reason for this feature was

to be rel-ated. to a. l-ocal- mechanism

longitudinal- turbufence energy.
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8.3.2 Cor"rel-atiqn Coef ficients

asurements of correlation ,coefficients , Ñ/u'v' , in

the interaction and recovery regions, are given in figures

62 and 63 respectively. The same. general trends uiere

present in both the unfiltered and. filtered ( low pass at

500 nz) resul-ts, but the filtered correl-ations r¡rere higher

in magnitude. This similarity suggested tlat the main con-

tributions to the correlati.on were due to relativeJ-y large

scale flow features.

The symrnetry condition which required zero correl-ation

on the pipe axis was satisfied in the recoyery region, but

the mêasurements on the centerline in bhe nonturbuleát core

showed considerable scatter about zero. Very high ampl-ifier

gains were required to measure the smal-l fl-uctuations in
this region. As a result, correl-ation coefficient measure-

ments were very sensitive to a slight mismatch in the adjust-

ments and. line arizatipn of X probe wires. These errors were

proportionately much less important cfoser to the wall, where

velocity fl.uctuations \^rere larger

The main Lrends of the coruel-ation profiles in the

recovery region compared wel-1 with the contoured suryey

results (,Fi.gure 24)', although the nagnitudes of contoured

vafues were slightly lower than the non-fittered profile

re i-ntera.ctior fi.ltered and non-values. I.n the j-ntera.ction region, both

filtered correlation profil-es exhibited peak yalues within

r ',_.-.:,-l
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the turbulent boundary trayer. The contour correlatipns

afso showed peaks, hoüre1¡s¡, they .were sharper, higher and

l-ocated closàr to the interface than \^rere those indicated

by the profile measurements. Th.e correlation coeffi'cients
which were contoured to produce. fi.gure 24, were catculated

from the smoothed uv, u1., and vr contour data matrices.

As ou!lined in Section 3,5, the data smoothing process using

polynomials tended io extr.apolate decreasing trends to zero,

where a small- but non-zero background yafue exisbed. Con-

sidering this, the discrepancy between the direct profile

measurements and the contour betl¿vior, where Ñ, ü', and vf

I^Iere small-, was understandable.

The most unusual- feature of the correlation p::ofiles

was the regi.on of positive correlation associated with the

area: aboye the turbul-ent ínterface. The characteristics of

the uy signal whi-ch caused this sign reversaf were. examined

using the quadrant correlation technique.

B. 3. 3 Quadrant Correlations

Condltional- measurements of the fluctuating uv signal

were made which determined the contribution to the uv signal

from each quadrant of the u-y plane. The technique was

similar to that descriþed by Wi]lrnarthandLu (f97f), and

independently by \,rlatlace et al (.Wf Z) but no conditioning

based on signal anipli.tude Ïias used (Luts tthol-e Sizert = 0) .
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The function of the quadrant correfation circuit was to

form bhe instantaneous product'pf the u and v si-gnals and

provi.de a conditional uv signal for the quadrant sefected.

Possibf.e condibional- uy si.gnals \^tere u+v_, Lr v+, ü+v+¡ ü_v_

where the conditional- signals were typically defined as

u-v = uv S(t) (B.r)

where S(t) = 1 if u is positive and v is negative

= 0 otherwise.

AccordinF t'o the sign convention appropriate for the probe

orientation and co-ordi-nates of the present measurements,

a positive radial velocity' fl-uctuation corresponded .to a
movement of fluid towards the pipe axis. Positive u

fluctuations indicated movements of fluid i-n the Oo*n"tream

direction which were superimposed on the mean flow. The

occurrence of u_v+ eyents therefore corresponded to the

movement of relatively low speed fluid away from the wal-l.

This .type of turbul-ent motion has been cal-l-ed a rrburstrt

or ttejecbion'l . Simifarily, ü+v_ corresponds.Lo the move-

ment of high speed fluid towards the wafl and has been

cal-l-ed the rrsweep" eyent. The remaining events have been

cal-led I'outwardr' ( u+y+ ) an¿ trwallward'r ( u_v_ ) interactions .

Recently, many studies of these kinds of turbulent events

in regions near therw:all have appeared (e.g., Kli.ne et al;
Lg67, Kim et al; 1!68,. crass; 1971, Brodkey et at; Ig74,

:

l¡lil-lmarLh and Lu; L}Tl, Nychas et ai'; 1973, among others).
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The behavior farther from the wal-l- has been studied by Lu

and I¡Iil-lmarth tt973¡ , and Btackwetder and Kova sznay (rg1z) .

A recent review articfe ny l¡iillmarth (f975) has summarized

the main findings

The mean value of each of the quadrant conditional
sj-gnals was measured. To compare the rel-ative contribution
of eaeh quadrant to the total uv signal, the absol_ute values
of the means hiere used to compute a percentage. For

exampre, the percentage contribution of the u,v, sienar was++
calculated using

percent u. v. 100 u+v+
r'at¡

During the measurements, periodic checks verified that

(8.3)

within about 5/". The quadrant resul-ts for successive long-
itudinal positions are presenteQ in figures 64 to 72. Each

figure contains the data for both the totaf uv sj-gnal and

the 1ow pass filtered uv signal . .,',..::

As with the correl-ation coefficlents, both the filtered
and non-fiftered quadrant correlati.on resul-ts showed simil-ar

, behaviors . I¡/ithin the turbulent boundary Iayer, the burs t
I,:,;.:.,. ,,,,
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events (u_v*) were largest. The sr^ieep events (u*v_) were

less important. Both the wallward and outward interactions
r^rere small and of nearry the sarne magnitude. These findings
hiere in agreement with Luts (1972) boundary layer resul_ts.

The large negative contrlbutions to the uv signal by the

burst and sweep events accounted for the negative correl-
ation coefficients in the boundary layer. The results in
the first 3o diameters showed a tendency for the burst and

outward interaction events to increase in the turbulence

near the interface, r¡¡hÍIe sv\ieep events became l_ess import-

ant. A rapid change was observed in the intermittent
region such that, further towards the nonturbulent core,

the ü*v.' interaetion event became most important. ThisTT

coincided with the measurements of a positiye corcel-ation

in this region. Near the centerline , in the nonturbutent

core, all of the events tended to become equally important.

Kovasznay et al (1970), Blackwetder and Kovasznay (tgTZ),

and more recently, Charnay et al- (1976) have shown that

oyerall (not conditional-) measurements in the intermittent
region are nearly a l-inear combination of conditional

turbul-ent and nonturbulent zorre measurements which are

weighted by the intermittency facLor. The behavior of the

quadrant profiÌes up to x/D = 10.21, ifl the intermittent
interface region, âppeared to be the superposition of two

trends; one associated with important r+y+ eyents on the
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nonturbul-ent side of the i.nterface, and one as.sociated with

important u-v* burst events on the turbul-ent si,de of the

inLerface. The later u v. burst events are known to be-.+
assoeiated with the turbulent bulges of the boundary layer
(for example, Blackwel-der; 1970) . The presence of an

imnortant u.v. event on the nonturbul-ent side of the inber-+ . .. :...

f ace was of considerabl-e interest. Physically, the u+v+ l ,';,r':r.:

eyent corresponded to the. movement of high velocity fluid ' ii,,'',,. ..::..:..

(reLative to the l-ocal longitudinal mean velocity) towards

the pipe axis. This fluid movement woul-d cause a radial

transport of longitudinal momentum towards the pipe axis-,
The nonasymptotic development of the mean flow field required

that some meêhanism wíth this momentum transfer characte-r-

istic exist.

Further downstream where the nonturbulent core did not

exist, the region of u*v* maximum did not exist. The

relative contributions of each event remained nearly constant I ',,'
' '' :

- .; .1

intheturbulencenearthewa11.Inthecenter1ineregion

the turbulent cross stream mixing of fl-uid was apparent,

Since the sign of v ehanged on the pipe axis, symmetry

required thaL the r+v_ and u*v* events (or u_v_ and u_v+ 
:

)ê n vi s Thrls "tii:l'-'=events) be equal on the pi.pe axis. Thus, the movement of

rJu:-o assocrated with a u y, burst from one-hal-f of the-+
flow across the centerli.ne òonbrÍbuted to the u v inter-

action eyent 1n the other half of the flow. The examination
::" !':''
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of the b;urst eyent results at x/D = 50.43 and 60.27 showed

th.at this cross stream mÍ-xing occurred in a reg.jon of
radi.us v/R = .2 about the centerl-ine. This agreed with
Sabot and Comte - Bell-ot's (L975) d.eveloped pipe fl_ow

observations.

B.¡.+ Skewness Coefficients

The skewness coeffici.ent is the nondimensional third
order moment of a distribution. For the longitudinal
fluctuating velocity component, the skewness was defined by
- , --ã .--t alcS,, = ut/(t)')t''. The profile measurements of Srr, for long_
itudinal- positions in the interaction and recor/ery regions,
appear as figures 7j and T4 respectively. The corresponding
measurements for the 1ow pass fi]tered. u signar appear as

figures T5 and' 76- Filtered and unfir-tered resur-ts had

sj-milar trends, but the filtered results r^rere smaller
This attenuati-on was expected to occur for the filtered,
higher order, moment measurements. This i¡ias because the
filtering of the u signal removed short duration si_gnal

fl-uctuations which were potentiaily very large ( and there_
fore significanb contributors to the mean) when the higher
order po$¡ers of the unfiltered si.gnal were formed.

The skewness and all other odd moments

Gaussian distribution. This impl-ies that a

tribution i.s symmetric and that .the mean and

are zero for a

Gaussian dist-

most probabl_e



value are the same. Th"" skewness of u was negative in the

turbulent flow. This implied Lhat the mean yalue of the

longitudinal-. velocity was lower than the most probable vafue 
,,,j,

The skewness became more negative with increasing distance from

the walt. The most negative skewness measurements occurred on

the turbulent side of the lnbermittent region. Like the quad- 
:,,r:

rant correlations, the profile measurements in the entrance '-"''

region of the þipe appeared to exhibit distinct turbufent and : r:..' : ... ..

nonturbulent region. trends. The data for *in 1 20.41 clearly

showed a trend for. increasiág positÍve skewness values in the

nonturbulent core as the boundary tay"" *u" approached. Hence,
.l

in this region, the mean val-ue of the longitudinal velocity
,j

fl-uctuation exceeded the most probably vafue. À possibfe

reason for this coul-d be the occurrence of relatively rare

but large longitudinal- vel-ocities.

Few independent results in the nonturbul-ent region were
i:lavailabl-e to confirm the exístence of this positive S,, region. 

",,,.1

Recent measurements in the intermittent boundary layer on a ,

. : .i.

flat plate gi-ven'by Charnay et al (f976) do show this feature;

howeyer, they have.not discussed the result. The overal-I

skewness measurem-ents which they present for a free stream
':
, ': '¡, ;11'1intensity 1evel of ,3/' have the same character as the present

inlet region measurements. Their data also demonstrated that

'the occurrence of the positive skewness region is highly

dependent on the free stream i..ntensity l-eve1. Positive

9T



Lr measurements atskewness. regions do not occur for the:

background intensity levels of l.B% or higher. As reported

in Section 8.3.1, the background inténsity level for the

present resuits was less than .3f,. The conditionaf skewness

measurements made by Charnay' et al indicate that the trend'

towards positive skewness is definitely a characteristic of

the nonturbulent zones. Their conditional skewness results

in the nonturbulent zones show posi-tive values for background

turbulence leyels as high as 3.2f". Conditional skewness

measurements gi.ven by Dean (lgTll) , aL a position 26.5 duct

h.eights from his trip, also show positive values in the non-

turbulen t z,one. Deants resul-ts \^rere obtaíned digitally.

Unfortunately, the measurements are not extensive and exhibit

considerable scatter.

The trend towards positive u skewness did not appear

for profiles measurements for x/D > 30.25, where presumably

the nonturbul-ent core had dísappeared. The maximum negative

skewness measurements gradually decreased. Between y,/R x .2

and the watl, the qeasuï?ements for x/D 7 4O.fO collapsed.

. Near the wall, the measurements tvere in good agreement with

Lawnts (fgO9) fufly deyeloped skewness resul-ts. Towards

the centerline region, the values were somewhat more negative

than Lawnrs yafues.

' Overall measurernents of the skewness of the fluctuating

radial velocity component, Sv, are presented in figures TT



80 for both the unfiltered and. filtered signals in the inter-

action and recovery regions. The main feature of the'measure-
1'

ments was the high positive skewness peak which occurred near

the turbulent-nonturbulent interface. The maximum peak

values occurred f,or the unfiltered resul-ts at x/D = I0.21,

wherle S-- values greater than 1.2 were measured. The skew-
V

ness peaks decreased. farther downstneam. Asid.e from a tend-

ency for slightly increased skewness values near the wall,

the unfiltered results for x/D = 50.43 agreed rwith Lawnrs

(I969 ) fully deyeloped results. i¡lhil-e the filtered results

at x/n = 60.27 agree.d with those at 50.43, the unfiltered
values were l-ower. Generally, the skewness was near zero

on the pipe axj-s; however, the measurements in the very l-ow

intensit¡r core near the entrance (x/n

exceptions. As discussed in Section 8.3.2, the measuremqnts

in .this region were very sensitive to wire mismatch.

The occurrence of positive S,, values over tbe turbulent

boundary layer indicated that the mean radial velocity was

greater than the most probabfe velocity. Considering lnat
positive v fluctuations wêre due to motj-ons towards the

pipe axis, this skewness suggested that radial- velocity

fluctuations towards the axis were larger in magnitude and/

or more frequent than fluctuations towards the wall. The

u v, burst eyent and the u,v, outward interaction event are-+ t+
invol-ved with positive v ffuctuatÌons. Significantly, the

quadrant correlation results showed that through. the

I .. t. .....

u<
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turbulent, intermittent, and v¿e1l- out into the nonturbulent

flow, it was generally a quadrant result involving v* which

predominaþed. Sv peak positions i-n the entrance region

al-so appeared to be nearer to the pipe axis than, the corres-

ponding negative Sr, Þeaks. It therefore seemed plausibfe

to conclude that the special ffow dynamics in the intermit-
tent and nonburbulent regions, which were associated with

the observations of both. positive S' and predominant u+r+

percentages, were also characterized by positive Sv.

A natural way to interpret triple velocity correlations

is as a transport or fl-ux. This concept is embodied in the

usuaf grouping of the triple velocity correl-ablons into the

convective diffusion term (eqn. 6.3). In particul-ar, Snyder

,and Margolis (f967) have shown that the skewness of a turbulent

velocity component can represent the transfer of the intensity

of that component by itsetf. Further, it is normally expected

that the turbulent intensi-ty would be transfered down the inten-

sity gradient. Since the v intensity is decreasing in the direc-

tion of positive v (decreases towards the pipe axis), this

leads to the expectation of positive Sv. This is consistent

with the present S,, resul-ts. The S,, results generally indicate

the expected upstream intensity transfer, except in the inter-

face region

The effects of bhe boundary layer trip were apparent

in the S-- resul-ts at x/D = 1.71 as a secondary peak near the
V

wall-. Both the fi-ltered and unfiltered resul-ts showed this.
Presumably, the flow along the wall was often sharply defl-ected

away from the wal-l when a trip element was encountered. By this
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mechanism, the trip elements could introduce a signifiéant
positj-ve skewness to the v fl-uctuations which they gener-

ated. Evidently, the longitudinal- extent of this perturbation

was limited, since iE was not present at x/D = 4.66.

B. 3. 5 Flatness Factors

The flatness factor of the fluctuating u component is

defined by F.. = JtfS>Z and is a nondimensional measure of the"u
fourth moment of the probability density function for u. Large

flatness factors'imply that the probabiJ-ity of fluctuations
quite different from the mean is large; that is, the normal-ized

probability density function appears relatively wide. For

compari-son, the flatness factor for a random signal with a

Gaussian probabi.lity density function is 3.0, whil-e a sine wave

has a flatness factor of 1.5. Large amplitude, intermittent

signals produce high flatness factors. Profiles of F' for

filtered and unfil-tered signal-s, in both the interactj-on and

recovery regions, are given in figures Bt 84. Similar measure-

ments for the flatness factor of the radial fluctuating velocity

component, F.-, are given in figures 85 and 86. The results in
V

the interaction region all showed peaks associated with the

intermittent region. The largest F,, values (Fu = 20.0) occurred

for unfil-tered signals at x/D = 4.66, whiJ-e the largest F,,

values (F-- = 14.0) occurred for unfiltered signals at x/D = f5.49.'v
F were sliehtly less than Gaussian near the wal-l- but F,, wasu

larger. Downstream, at x/D = 50.43, the measurements agreed

reasonably well- with Lawnts (I969) fully developed measurements,

although Lawnrs results were considerably more scattered.
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The high flatness factors, Fu, which occurred in the

intermittent region, have afso been shown by Charnay et al

(f976). They suggest that these fl-atness factors are related

to the spatiat distribution of the turbulent sbructures which

exhibit the largest uv values. Their resul-ts showed that the

maximum fl-atness factors occurred Very near the mean boundary

layer thickness position. Sizeabl-e flatness factors occur

wel-l- out into the nonturbulent region in both the present

results and Charnayts results.

8.3.6 First and Second Time Derivatives'

second

fluct-

was to

where S =
J/¿

(ie. skewness of âu ),
dt-

Measurements have be

time derlvatives of the f

uation. The initial- purp

cal-culate the nondimensio

of the first and

and 'unfiltered u

he measurements

ors S and G,

ô

d

t

ct

llËl'

-2andG=u /wt'
(8.4¡

(8.5)

Batchelor and Townsend (1946) showed that for isotropj-c

turbufence the factor S is related to the rate of production

of vorticity by the process of vortex stretching, and the

factor G,/R, is rel-ated. to the rate of decay of vorticity
^

l.-:.," I

en mad

iltere
ose of

nal ta
tÍ-

L|,+]'
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due to. viscosity. A compl_ete derriyation of the results
from the vorticity equati,on has been given by panchev

(lglz) . The form of the :relationshÍp utilized by Batchelor

and Townsend is

) 
-a 

/1 -3/Zdo' 7 2)/' ^ 14 -2 G
dEf - ^,á ur ù

3,t) 3{1 R^ (8'6)

--, :. .: ::

where (¡' i-s the mean square of the fluctuating vorticity : : -'1':

The non-isotropic shear flow occurring-i.n the pipe was not

expected to fol-low the above isotropic refation; however,

the expression did suggest a physlcal- interpretation whi_ch

could be applied to the S and G parameters in the non-

isotropic flow. Measurements of s and G in pipe fl-ow have

not been avail-abf" and the particular expressions retating
s and G with vorticity production in shear flow are unknown.

The decay rate of vorticity by v-iseosity must certainly
¡, ,., ,,..,,.. ,rhave a major bearing on the raLe of re-adjustment of the I

turbulence dòwnsbream of the oyershoot. similarily, the '

generation of vorticíty in the interacti.on region is a

fundamental proeess for boundary laye.r development. since

direct measurements of the fluctuating yorticity were :.,
, .' '.':

unavaifable, the behayior of s and G we.re worbh inyestigation.
Furth,e.r, since both. s and G iôiere higher order turbul-ence

quantities, they uiere potentialLy sensi.tiye indicators of I

the nonasymptotic development,mechanism.+v'r'v 
i. -i.'i.
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. The tnean cube of the âu
ffi signal was direct.Iy ayail_abfe

using the TM377 tunbul-ence processor. The second derivatives
of u, which *"r" required for the G calculation, were : :.:

obtained by using the differentiator secLion of the TM3TT

turbulence processor to differenti,ate the output of the

TM-TDI differentiator unit. The accurate measurement of . l

,t '. tt 
t"

the second derivatives was rimi,ted by the deteriorating
signal bo noise ratios which occurred at successive diff- '.i,'i,

erentiation and amplification stages. This was particularity
a problem at fow values of turbulence intensity. Krohn-Hite
model- 3TTO filters, adjusted to a L.p. cutoir frequency of
28 kHz, r¡rere used before and after the dlfferentiation
stages to minimize the n.oise. Measurements of G in the
nonturbulent region hiere not possibl-e. Nevertheless, the
present measurements which empl-oyed modern, solid state ,

microcircui t techrnoJ-ogy, represenL'a vast improvement in
noise and frequency response characteristics ovelî the vacuum ,:,,..,.,,,

:tube circuits used originally by Batchefor and Townsend ,,,,,,,.,,.',. : : ..

The unfiltered and filtered results for S are gj ven in
figures 87 and BB respectively. The unfil-tered resul_ts

within the turbulence showed a trend towards a cons tant s

va]ue of 3 .l-5 while f iltered results were nearer to .35

or .40. The i.sotropic results given by Batchelor and

Townsend are scattered abo,ut .4. Townsendrs (1948) measure-

ments' in the wake o, 
" cylinder indicate a constant s value



of .36. Th.e closer agreenent ,of these ol-der results with

the present fiftered resul-ts may ,be an i.ndication of the

li.mi.ted high frequency' response of the older equipment.

The rel-ative magnitudes of the fÍ.ltered and unfiltered

resul-ts suggested tlnat the presence of higher frequency

components decreases the rate, of vorticity producti.on.

A trend-towards negative S yalues was characteristic

of the intermittent regi.on. Negative S values hrere measured

in the nonturbulent region. This feature of tho !g nrofi-lesv vr v¡ru ât V

was undoubtedly rel-ated to the anomalous positive S' measure-

ments reported in Section 8.3.4.

The profil-es of G anO ts which were computed from thet^

unfiltered measurements of the first and second time

derivatives of u are presented for 7 l-ongitudinal positions

in figures 89 and 90 respecti.vely. The measurements of

G at xlD = I.TI, 4.66, and. T5.49 increased sharply for

radial- positions where the bound.ary layer became inter-
mittent. Generally, w.ithi-n the turbulence, the G yal-ues

appeared to decrease towards the pipe axis. For longit-

udi.nal positions in the re.covery region, the loirgitudinal

behavior of G at a gi-,ven radial position sh-owed a trend

simil-ar to that exhibited by: the dissipation contours
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(Fig.ure '45) . Specifically', G values f or x/D = 50..43 were

l-argest and the va]ues lor x/D = 30.25 and_ 60.27 were l_ower

by nearly the same amount (except near the pipe axi.s).

This similarity between G and dissipation was not due to the

common appearance of the term

I a,rl 2

IãTJ

in both the normalization of the second derivative for G and

the calculation cf e. Thi.s fol-l-ows because the term appears

in the denominator of the G calcul-ation but in the numerator

of the e cal-culation. '

G measurements of filtered u signal-s are also included

in figure Bg for compl-eteness. Littl-e can be said relating
these to vorticity decay. The small varue and uniformity
of the filtered G emphasized that G Ís predomÍnantly a fine
structure parameter.

a\
The þ profiles (Figure 90) generally increased to-

IL^

^wards the pipe axis. Large vafues were again associated

with the intermittent boundary layer region. Near the wa1l,

and for x,/D > 30, the curves were nearly linear, however,

fhe data as. far down th.e pipe as x/D = 40.10 indicated the

trend for sharpJ-y' increased þ varues toward the "e.rturl-in".^tÀ

B. 4 Visuat Studi.es

Perhaps the most signÍ.ficant progress towards an under-



standing of specific wall- and intermittenb region turbuldnt

mechanisms has been achieved only recently, by using.direct

visual studies of individual- events and by sampllng the

turrbulence upon detection of a sp'ecific event. Thus, while

oyerall statistical measurements provide a conveni-ent

method for quantizati.on of the Lurbulent structure, it is

becoming more âppârent that th-eir utility for determining

the dynamÍcs of a specific turbulence mechani-sm is limited.

For this 1tuclV, the main ideas concer,'ning a lnechanism.near

the interface whi-ch might; account for the nonasymptotic

flow development were derived from the observation of: ..

specific events on the oscilloscope. ln addition, qualitative

corroboration for several- of the statistical- characteristics

which were presented in Section 8.3 was avail-able througþ

direct observation of the turbulent signals. The storage

capability of the oscilloscope wàs an invaluable asset for

bhe vÍsuaL studies

B . 4 . l- Intérmittgncy Es tiniatgs

The intermittency f actor, y , is a measul?e of

of the time that an intermittent flow is turbulent

fraction

a

the

^ld"v

particular locati.on. trn fully turbul-ent flow y = ]' The

measurement of y theref,ore i.nvolves some prQcgss by whÍch a

decision is made as to whetir-er tu.rbul-ent or nonturbulent

flow exists at a particul-ar time. For the'present y estimate
\
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this decision was based upon a visual assessment of the

appearance 'qf 
S signafs which were displayed on the stor-

age oscilloscope. If the: # rignal appeared to consist of

reLatively large amplÍtude, high frequency fluctuatÍons, it

was decided that the ftow had been turbulent over lhat
period. During nonturbulent periods ff *o" characterized

by relatively 1ow frequency, small amplitude, smoothly

changing fl-uctuations. While obviousty a laige degree of

subjectivity entered into the process, it is questionable

whether the results would be any less accurate than those

obtained by electronic techniques which require the adjust-

ment of discriminator l-evel-s. As with most intermittency

measurement techniques, the most difficult measgrements

Wereforynearl,whenshortnonturbu1entregionsbecame
lost in the turbulent signal. Fiedler and Head (f966)

haye diseus'sed'this point and show that their optical
detection scheme can provide superior high y measurements.

Inbermittency factor estimates for 5 longitudinal' .

posi-tlons in the inlet region of the pipe are presented

figure 91. Bach poinb in the figure represents a com-

posite ayerage of measurements on betlveen 30 and 40

braces. The typical cumulati,ve ?urpling time

for the traces was of the order of 1.5'sec. For comparison,

the dashed lines are the usual- error functi.on curves for a

flat plate. These welre cal-cul-ated using

i'rri -
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L/2 - erf
(8.7)

where y' = y-R and ô = Jnean houndary layer pos.ition. 0n

the basis of Ch-arnay ,et al (Lg76) , the cÊ and S coefficients were

assigned the values: .83 and .22 respectively. Mean

boundary layer positions, ô, Were estimated from the positions

of maximum fl-atness factor of u (Figure 81). Comparison of

the flat plate and pipe resul-ts suggests. that the intermittent

region is narrower for a PÍ.Pe.

8.4. ? Photographic Results

Photographr-s of osci.l-l-oscope traces of the u, v' and #
signals w'ere taken aL the longitudinal position x,/D = f0.21.

A wel-1 defined nonturhulent core existed at this position.

The mean thickness of the turbul.ent boundary layer at this

point was r 2.5 cms. Phr-otographs i^Iere taken at 3 distances

from the wall:'2.5r 3.0, and 3.5 cns. The object was to

observe the nature of the fl-o¡¡r in the outer intermittent

region and nonturbul-ent regions where thl-e unique behavior

of Su, Srland t+v+ occurred. Signi.ficantly, this r¡Ias

also a region of maximum longitudinal- mean veloci.ty

acceleration (Figure 30)... The photographs whi.ch are

presented .r¿'¡ere selec.ted because. tlr-ey showed particular

features more clearly th-an oth-ers would; how:ever, they are

YIF] = I

| -,.1:
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not. unigue. They are. good examples of events which were

generally characteristic of the slgnats.. The six photo-

grraphs appear as.fj-gures 92CA) tol 92(F). The identifi.cation
t" 

" 
;':

and scaling information. for the figures is summarized in ': ':.:

Table 3. For all photographs the signal- was a.c. coupled

to the oscilloscope and ground level-s were set at posibions

3Of, and 7O/, (see left hand scale of photographs) for the ;-,:,r;,,,:

lower and upper traces respectJ-vely. 
: '

.. ,1.,1., .¡, ,. 
,. '.,

Photograph A: (upper trace = u, l-ower Lrace = v,

' y/R = .5). At .the radi.al posi.ti.on for this photograph y ' .45

The photo reco.rded the passage of two large turbulent bulges

over the probe at t , 4 msec and t = 15 msec (considering

t = 0 at the teft side. of the photograph). Within the bulges

u \^Ias generally negative and v was generally positive. This

was characteristic of bhe rrbursttr event and implied that the

turbul-ent bulges carried Iow longitudinal momentum ftuid out-

ward bowards the eore. Turbulent fl-uctuations with a'freq-

uency the order of l-0 times that associated with the period

of the large bulges appeared to be superimposed on the

bulges. This finer. turbulent bulge structure also appeared

to be characterized by u-yt byp" events at the higher freq-

uency. Single events wlth this higher tine seale occurred

at t = f .B msec and t = 9.7 msec. Th.e or¡erall chal'acter

u and y traces showed why ,ü-v- .were predomin aLe at this-+
position and why negative S* and positive S., measurements



occurred. 0n a finerr scafe

the large turbufent bulges
ttbursttt eyents.

,. the pLrotograph s,ugges.ted that
r¡rere,'gr.oupings of higher frequency

Photograph B: (upper trace = fittered Ur. lower tyace =

filtered y, V/R = .5). The flow.condibions for this photo-

graph vüere similar to those for photograph À nut tfre total
:

tj.me for the trace was 2.5 times longer. The high frequeàcy

turbulent fluctuations which occurred within the large

buJ-ges shown on photograph- A were attenuated by the filter-
ing (1.e. filterj-ng at 5OO Hz). Photograph B showed fíve
large u_v+ eyents at times t = 4, 12, L4,23, and 37 msec

respectivel¡1. SmalLer magnitude u_v+ eyents may also have.T
'1

occurred. In several regions the signals appeared to

oscil-late lBOo out of phase, which suggested the presence

of successive burst and sweep events. Again, the rather

large negative skewness of the u signal was apparent but

the filtered v si'gnal' did not appear to be significantly
skewed. This photograph. illustrated tinat the low pass

filtering at. 5OO Hz was appropriate for the study of the

features associated with the large bulge structure of

the i¡terface.

Phltggraph C: (upp'en trace = u, lower trace = .y:

y/R = .4). In the position where this ph-otograph was taken,

y was less than .05. A larger yertical scale th.an trlat used



for phr-otograph.s A or B was requf.red to amplify the fov¡er

intens.i.ty, nonturbulent, region f luctuationg . The hori zonLaf-

time scafe was the same as for photograph A. The photo-

graph recorded lhree si.gnlficant events at times t = 4, 12 ,

and .17 msec. The e¡¡ents had a time scale comparabl-e to

tinat observed for th.e turbul-ent bursts of photograph A.

The fÍrst two events are nonturbulent in character, but

the appe.arance of high freqqency fluctuations in the l-ast

eyent indicated that the top of a turbulent bulge was

eneountered. Each eyent rôIas characterized by p positive

u motion. The corresponding v signal was nearly zero at

the u peak position. Ib appeared that the positive u

fluctuation was preceeded by a negati.ye y and followed by

a posit'i ve v (particularly the second event) . Kibens

(1968), Blackwetder (I970), PaÍzis (rg.Z:) and charnay et af

(]-.gTA), among others, have shown that the turbulent boundary

layer structure is convected downstream at a lower velocity

than the nonturbulent fluid at the same levèI.. Charnay

has shown this difference to be between 3 and 4 percent

for nonturbulent background intenslty leyels of .03/".

This fi.nding implies that, with respect to a frame of

inq wi-th. a tur the nontut'bul-entreference movi.ng with. a turbulent bu1ge,

fluid fl-ows oyer and arçund the bulge, somewh.at }ike
potential flow around an obs.taele (-Ki¡ens.; I96B). The

nonturbulent fluid motions indicated by the e:yents on
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photographr C, were consistent ¡¡¡Íth: this concept if 
.th.ese

events coul d be associated wÍth. 'nearby turbulent bulges.

This association was obvi.ous for the third eyent. It
appears that upon encountering a turbulent bulge the

lence of. eyents occurred; (1) the nonturb-

ulenb fluid was deflected towards the pipe axis , (Z) a

rather large, rapid. longitudinal acceleration fol-lowed by

rapid deceleratión .occurred ol¡er th.e bulge, ( 3) the fluid.
moved bactr< towards the wall. The absence of turbul-ent

bursts in the first two eyents suggests. that the bulges

may influence the nonturbulent flow- wel-1 above the inter-
face .

PÞotograph D I (upper trace = ur lower Lrace = v,

V/R -- .'3). Turbulent eyents- were very rare at the position
yl\ = .3 and none were apparent in photograph D. Three

distinct nonturbul-ent events were visible at times t = I.Z,

5.0, and 8.5 msec. The sequence of events suggested by

photograph C were qui.te apparent on this photograph. In
parLicular, maximum u yalues were associated with z'eyo

value y ffuctuations. The tendency of the u signal to

have relatively large positive peaks accounted for the

posj.tive S". yatrues rnrhi.ch were rneasured j.n this regionu

Events I and 3 were not as large nor as disti¡ct as event

2. Considering only'eyent 2 and the portion of tire record

forr t between 3.0 and 7.0 msec Associated wi-th it, a
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character of the y sÍgna} consislent with the S,, results

was observecl. Specifically, th.e' positive part :of th.e y

signal oscillation wasl larger and suggested that v was

indeed positively skewed. The larger positi.ve v peaks.

assocÍ.ated with the positive u signal pr:obably indicated

the mechanism respons.ibl-e for the maximum of r+v+ events

in this regi-on.' The infrequency of turbulence events in
this region was furth.er e¡¡idence tlnat the interface

effected the nonLurbulent fl-ow a considerable distance

above it.

Photograph E:' (uppçr tyace = filtered u, lower trace =

filtered v, y/R = :3) . The f l-ow conditions for thj-s figure

\^rere simil-ar to those for figure D, but a slower sr¡¡eep rate

was used. Agai.n the posÍ.tive skewness of u was eyident.

The v fluctuations i^rere al-so suggestÍ.ve of a positive skew-

ness due to more frequent and larger positive fluctuations.

Vrrhile photograph B had indicated u and v fluctuations whi-ch

were f8Oo out of phase, photograph E had the.appearance of

si$nals 9Oo out of phase.. This change in character indicated

a fundamental difference betuleen, the fluctuations associated

with the turbulent and nonturbul-ent regions, and probably

accounted for the change from t_v+ prominence to t+y+

prominence in the quadrant Jneasure¡ents.
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Ph,otograph F: (.upper trace - u' lower trace = .# ,

y/R, = .3). Photograph F ilfusbrates the operation of the

differentiabor equipment and shows, how bhe previ.ous measure-

ments of posiLlye skewness of # i" this region coul-d arise

from the positive u fluctuations'. The signal wh.ich appears

in the photograph was filterred at,5 k\z to el-iminate the

effects of the anemometer noise in the u signaÌ.' It was

eyident from the photograph that thd differentiation sig-

nal was delayed. by approximately .2 rnsec.

Two positive u peaks were captured on the photograph'

at times t = 2.1 msec. and 4.2 msec.- The second event

was. particularly large for this radÍal- position and the

peak behavior. indicated that some turbul-ence may have

actually been encòuntered. The J-arger amplitude negative
Arl# fluctuations were characteristic of negative skewnessdt

and were likely th,e reason fgr the negatlve S resul-ts of

figure BB. The large negativ" # fluctuations indicated

a fundamental as.ymmetry in the u fluctuation peak' It

appeared that a more rapid change in the u component of

yel-ocity occurred upstream of the turb.ul-ent bulge than

downstream. (Note btrat the downstream edge of a turbulent

bu1gereachestheprobebeforetheupstrep,m,edgeSothat

the actio4 at the downstream edge i.s associated urith, the

left hand s.ide of thre u peak on the photographs. ) I.t was
l

unclear whether or not 1,hÍ.s r,ras due to the shape of the
ì .:. "t . ;. :
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turbulent bulges. If it were due to the bulges r. it would

appear to indica'te steeper interfaces on the upstream

parts of the burbulent bulges. This would not agree with

LaRue and Libbyts (f976) measurements of interface slopes.

i:i.!Ji''r;.ir'

i,it:i. tr:.rt.-;
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9.0 REMARKS ON THE NONASYMPTOTIC MECHANISM

9.1 Speculative Model

The experimental- evidence has generally indicated

t1at the nonasymptotic development of the turbul-ent pipe

fl-ow was associated with a mechanism occurring at the

turbul-ent-nonturbul-ent interface. The survey measurements

of turbulent quantities have shown that the turbul_ent

development occurs in response to the mean flow develop-

ment. The mean velocity survey resul_ts showed that, in the

region near the turbulent-nonturbulent interface, the mean

' fl-ow was accel-erated. The results for various energy

terms also focused attention on the interface region. In
particular, the accel-eration of the mean flow in this
region was associated with a negative production term,

which could imply a transfer of kinetic energy from the

turbufent to the mean flow f.lel-d. The more detailed

measurements reported in Chapter B showed that positively
skewed u fluctuations existed in the nonturbulent region.

It r¡ras also observed that u+v+ Reynolds shear components,

which coul-d cause the transfer of longitudinal momentum

against the mean velocity gradient, were important. The

study of photographs of individual events in the non-

turbulent region has suggested that the measured statis-
tical behavi-or of the nonturbulent fluctuations was due

,;( rrResponse" is used in terms of the streamwise distribution
of the mean and turbulent flow features.

|. : -!, .:i r:t

'r.: .r ' :
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to the proximity of turbulent burges. The visuaf studies

agreed wibh the interflace model suggested by Kibens (1968)

and Kovasznay et 'al- (1970) . The nonturbufent f'luid appeared

to.fl-ow over the bulges in an irrotational manner. The

studies showed that the turbulent bulges inffuence the non-

turbulent fl-ow over a wide region. The induced free stream

fluctuati-ons appear to be. centraf to the mechanism causing

the mean flow acceLeration

From a simplified and mechanistic po.int of view, ilrel

core region flow appears. to be sq.ueezed by the growing

turbul-ent boundany tayer. l¡rlithin the turbulent boundary

layer, the prod¡-rctjon of turbul-ent fl-uctuations using energy

extracted from the mean ffow near the top of bhe boundary

layer, combined with viscous dissipation to heat, results
in a growing, decelerabing annul-ar flow region which

extends from the wall. . The core region accelerates to

'maintain a constant mass fl-ow rate, as though being

squeezed by the growing boundary layer. Obviously the

entrainment of core region f l-uid in,to the boundary occurs,

but the rate may not be sufficient to prevent the surface

from actÍng aç a contraction surface for the core ftow.

The decreased overshoot behavior for higher Reynolds

numbers may be due to higher entrainment rates. The

behavior of the nonturbulent fl-uctuations far. from the

interface also Suggest that the interface acts as a wavy

LI2

'.,a".r:,'.:.,.'<,
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boundary for the core fluid.

¡F1-'a ^haracter o,f the nonturbul_ent fluctuations. ttl9. v.

suggests a mechanism by which part of the longitudinal
momentum deficit of the turbulent boundary rayer coutd be

compensated by the a.cceleration of the mean flow. A high

velocity (positive u) nonturbulent fluctuabion was associated

with the nonburbulent movement of fluid over the bulge, as

if the bulge \¡rere simply a flow blockage. Statistically ,

these individual accel-erations over the bulges introduced

a net positive skewness to the u component of bhe non-

turbulent region fluctuations. The superposition of these

skewed fluctuations on the core flow would tend to increase

the mean veloc'ity of the core fruid. whil-e the net effect
due to the bulges over a particular part of the wa1l may

be small-, the c.ircul-ar geometry of the boundary would tend

. 'to con'centrate the contributions from each part of the

boundary layer at a given cross section. Further, the

effects would be cumul-ative with distance down the pipe

uations was very suggestive. rt could indlcate that higher

radial velocities, and./or a shorter ti-me interval-, were i::,jrjr;:.,:- 
,,,,,,,,:',,:..

associated wibh Lhe flow of nonturbulent fluid up the

bulgés rather than down the bulges. Thls could be due

either to the bulge shape (steeper ín the upstream direc-
tion) or to the effects of the outward propagation of the

'' 
" tt''

1
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interface itseff. Point average velocity resul_ts given

by Kovas znayet al- (1970) for a detector probe at a level-

where y = .1 phow that the positive radial velocities in
the nonturbulent region for the "backs" (upstream edge) of
turbulent butges are larger than the absolute magnitude .of

bhe corresponding measurement at the Itfront" (downstream

edge) of the turbulent bulge. It may be conjectured that,
through'visqous effects at the upstream interface of the

bulge, a pant of the overall positive radial momentum of
the turbulent bulge is i-mparted to the induced nonturbulent

fl-uctuation. By this procgss, the outward movement of the

turbul-ent bulge wourd appedr to be resisted by the nontunb-

ulent fluid. Such. a mechanism woul-d consbitute a- reyerse

energy transfer process from the turbulence to the mean

flow.

The Reynolds number behavior of the mean flow over-

shoof phenomenon appeared to be consistent with the concept ,.,,:, ,,

of a nonturbulent interface mechani-sm. The magnitud.e of ::,,., .,

'..':the mean fl-ow overshoot on the center line was smaller for
higher Reynolds numbers. Charnay et al (ryf A) observed

, positive u skewness in the nonturbulent region only for a 
:, ,:., :,,,:.,' -lnd turbufence level. The background turbul-ence i 

'row oacKgroì

level of the wind tunnel can certainly be expected to

increase at highen operating speeds. It appears thab for
higher background turbul-ence levels the more organízed

it'tl";''t'
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nonturbulent fluctuatj_ons induced by the boundary layer

become less effective. on this basis, the e,xpected ef fect
of increased Reynolds numbers was a less pronounced non-

turbul-ent region accel-eration. The measurements made by

Buyuktur (1961), Sharan (tg6g), and \¡teir et at- (1924) have

indicated that for large inlet disturbances, the velocity
profiles become fess peaked. For large disturbances

(Buyukturts t.oothed ori.f ace plates ) ove'rshoo-t does not occur.

Presumably the gross disturbances woul-d produce large entrain-
ments and woul-d destroy the sharp inter:face.

The mean flow overshoot position appeared to move up-

stream for inereasing Reynolds nurnbers, even though the

mean boundary layer merge point moved downstream. It seems

reaqonabl-e to speculate that the transfer of mean fl-ow

energy of bhe peak,to the turbulent flow j_n the recovery

region woul-d be more efficÍent at higher Reynolds numbers.

This could cause more rapid re-adjustment for higher Reynoids

numbers once bhe boundary layers have merged. A more rapid

recovery combined with smal-l-er peaks could account for the

higher Re¡rnolds number peak behavior

Further experimental investigation would be required

to put the qualitative mode1, which has been speculated

here, ofl a. more analytic footing. In particular, detailed
quantitative measurements using conditional techniques to

obtainpointve].ocj-tymeasuremenbsarer'equiredforthe
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nonturbuJent region fl-uctuations. l¡lhen combined with

statistical information on the interface wri.nkling, an

estimate of the overall- effect that the phenomenon coul-d.

have on the mean flow would be possible. A theoretical
analysi-s of the focusing effect which the core regions of
bounded flows must experience may be possible. The reason

for the negati-vely skewed v for the nonturbulent fluctuation
al-so requires further j-nvestigation. This implies a need

for further studies of bulge shapes, entrainment rates, and

the radial propagation velocity of the interface.

The existence of an interface mechanism for developing

pipe fl-ow suggests a more general probl-em for investigation.
Perhaps, wherever a sharp wrinkred. interface exists between

two fluids moving with different relative velociti-es, a

similar mechanism may exist which appears to accelerate the

f l-ow on the high speed side of the interface. The trnegative

viscosity" phenomenon, discussed by Starr (1968), may be

examples of this process.

9.2 riNegative Viscosity"

As speculated in Section 9.I, the nonasymptotic develop-

ment of turbulent pipe flow may be a laboratory example of
a more general class of fluid behavior cal-l-ed rtnegative

vj-scositytt phenomena. The purpose of this section is to

examine this cl-ass of phenomena and further explore this
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specul-ation.

A br¡ief explanation of the terminology is in order.
The definition of a turbulent eddy viscosity is based on

the attempt to draw an analogy between the effects of
momentum exchange due to turbul-ent mixing and momentum

exchange due to the mol_ecular viscous effects of a New-

tonian f luid. I¡lhile there is little physical basis f or

the analogy between dissimil-ar molecular and continuum

scale phenomena, such simplification, at the expense of
obscured physics, is expedient for certain engineering

purposes. For the case of molecular stresses caused by

the cross stream mixing and transfer of momentum by molec-

'ular motion, it is observed that momentum is transfered
from regions of high mean velocity towards regions of lower

mean vel-ocity, or "down the vel-ocity gradientrr. The mol-ec-

ular viscous action tends to decrease the mean shear 1n the

flow and defines a positive viscosity, þr by the expression

1...,:..,.--r = u âu (9.1¡ t't,;t,"','

':. t::'
ây:.

where t is the shear due to mol-ecul_ar motion. The ef fect ,' ,'

of turbul-ent mixing by the Reynolds stress -puv is
usually similar, but on a much greater seale. The Reynolds

,. t..., 'shear stresses in a turbul-ent f tow usual-ly cause a i,,.,t,,, ::- ':::

mean cross stream transfer of momentum so that the mean
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shear in the flow tends to decrease. Under certaln speclal

flow conditÍons the Reynolds shear stress appears to be

less efficient in decreasing the mean fl-ow sh'ear or can

actually appear to increase the mean.shear by transfering

momentum "up the yelocity gradient'r. The term trnegative

eddy viscosity" describes a turbul-ent regime which is

charaeterized by an effectiye turbul-ent eddy vi-scosity

which is negative. The constant of proportionality rT

relating the l-ocal- Reynolds shear stress to the local-

gradient of mean velocity, such that

puv = t, #, (g'2)

becomes negative. In this case, the main turbul-enb kinetic

energy production term (which is the product of the Reynolds

shear stress and velocity gradient) has a sign opposite to

thre usual sense.

An example of this type of special situation occurs

for the turbulent fl-ow between two annular pipes. Bradshaw

(1971) has briefly considered this flow. It is observed

experimentally that the mean Reynolds stress and velocity
profiles are both asymmetri-c and are not coincident.

This asymmetry causes the appearance of a region of negat-

ive turbulent próduction. A fundamental- question is rai-sed
:by the ,situation; namely, by what process is the mean

velocity shear increased to support the relative asymmetrj-es .

::.
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of the stress and mean velocity profiles. There appeArs

to be'a mechanism which accelerates the mean ftow associated

with the outside pipe

Another laboratory example of negative viscoslty vüas

studied by 'F. Erj-an (Wef ). Detailed measurements of mean

velocity and turbulent stresses for a turbulent wall jet

flow were found to. exhibit a region of mean opposing shears

due to turbul-ence and yiscositV, with concomitant reduced

turbulent kinetic energy production (the term (-puv) ff r""
negative but was offset by positive normal s.tress production

terms). lrlo explanation of the phenomenon r¡ras offered

Several geophysical and astrophysical examples of

tur:bulent fl-ows which alsg .appear to have a turbulent trans-
fer of mornentum towards regions of higher mean velocity have

been given by V. Starr (1968).

The designation rrnegatíverr for the anomalous Reynolds

stress behavior has resulted frrom the negative eddy viscos-

ities which must be used to relate the mean shear and

Reynolds shear stress in these special fl-ow examples. The

presence'of an anomalous momentum transfer proces's would of

course be most apparent where actual sign changes ín

various turbul-ence parameters occur. This is the case for
the above exampfes and notably the regions of interest

are all- associated with eritj.cal points [* = 0l of the[dv )
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mean velocity profiles. If this process transferring
momentum to regions of higher mean velocity was coexist-
ing with the more usual- momentum exchange processes, or

hrere oecurri-ng at a position other than a mean velocity
profi-1e critical point, actual sign reversal- of turbulence

parameters need not occur. Negative viscosity physics

must be present when the mean velocity shear increases

where anomalous turbulent momentum transfer is indieated.

In this sense the appearance of negative production is a

sufficient indieator for negative vi-scosity physics, but
j-s not necessary. A broader criterion would be the occurr-

ence of increases i-n the mean vel-ocity gradient inconsistent
with the direction of mean turbulent momentum transport.

It is in the scope of this wider criterion that develop-

ing turbulent pipe flow can be viewed as a negative viscosity
phenomenon. The coexistence of mean Reynolds stresses,
tending to transport momentum towards the wal_1: pith the

increasing mean velocity gradients associated with the

tea (private communication) thab

while the turbulent stresses are such that momentum trans-
fer down the shear gradient would be expected. Thus, the

negative viscosity phenomenon could be associated, not only

with critical points of the velocity profile, but al-so with
inflection point 2 ,

lâ-U = "lt)[ðv- )

x Dr. J. Lumley has suggesttthe tnegative vis cosity
the vlcinity of a peak,

pirenoménon Ì can occur only in
ancl noL elsewherett .
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accel-erafing mean fl-ow prior to overshoot, satisfied the

criterion. This appeared to occur in the intermÍttent
region of the turbulent boundary layer. A mechanism

which could cause this apparent anomal-ous momentum trans-
port has been discussed in Section 9.1. It can be specu-

]ated that an analogous: interface mechanism is responsibte

for the other negative viscosity phenomenon.

It appears that a universal aspect of the negative

viscosity phenomenon is the presence of some type of

irregular interface region. In the annular duct flow this
interface may be the boundary between the turbufence

associ-ated with the opposite walls of the flow. Sabot and

Comte -Bel]ot (I976) have shown that such an interface
exists eyen in fu1ly developed pipe fl-ow. Turbul-ent shear

stress fl-uctuation structures on the centerl-ine can be

identífied wÍth opposite halves of the flow. Simil-arily

in the wall jet geometry, âfl interface must exist between ,,.-,,:''-_
the jet turbul-ence and free stream turbufence structure. l',,''',,

'..t,,t t,'

The developing pipe fl-ow invol-ves the turbul-ent-non-

turbulent flow interface. The geophysÍcal examples given

by Starr ( 1968) al-so occur in the interaction regi-ons

between large fl-ow structures (jet stream, Gulf stream).

Considering that wake fl-ows and jet flows also involve

irregular flow interfaces which are similar to the devel-

oping pipe ffow boundary layer, these flows may also

Ì:,':.::..,-.1,,
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exhibit steepened mean veloci-ty gradients in the vicinity
of the interf ace due to rrnegative vis cosityrr ef fects .

a' Ir

i.¿ìi'r,'
lrili.rj ,-
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10. O SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The mean flow survey resul-ts have indicated that the

or deveJ-oping

turbulent pipe floru is nonasymptotic. Regions of over-

shoot and undershoot of fully developed axial component

vel-ocity profì-1es were discernable in the developing

regiori. These regions'were related to radial component

velocity features. The nonasymptotic mean ftow develop-

menL was consistent with previous results, which indieated

a nonasymptotic wall shear stress d.evelopment

The centerl-ine axi-el- velocity maxima were fess pro-

nounced and moved forward towards the pipe entrance for

higher Reynolds numbers. This Reynolds number behavior

\^ras contrary to the behavior of the average'boundary layer

merge point that was indicated by the calcul-ations of

integral boundary layer parameters

The similarity between the present mean flow results

for the pipe and recent independent measurements in ducts,

has implied that nonasymptotic behavior may be character-

istic o.f bounded developing flows in general.

The turbulent stress tensor survey resul-ts have

j-ndicated that'the development of the turbulent quantities

was also nonasymptotic. This was expected on' the basis

of the known behavior of the mean flow fiel-d. Pipe axj-s
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maxima and walf region minima of the Reynolds stress tensor

terms were downstream of those for the longitudinal mean

velocity component. This spatial distribution of mean and

turbulent nonasymptotic features suggested that the

'turburent behavior was in response to the mean flow behavior.

Resul-ts indicated a qualitative correl-ation between a mean

ra.dial velocity component towards the wall- and -the attenua-

tion of turb.ulence. The behavior of thel turbul-ence intensity
ies of boundary layerin the inlet re.gion suggested three phas

growth, with rapid growth occurring where cross sLream

boundary layer interaction was expected. The mean turbul-ence

intensitie's near the turbul_ent boundarry layer surface, in
the entrrance region, suggested the existence of a magnified

form of superlayer for developing pipe flow. High Reynolds

stress correl-ation al-so occurred in this region. The con-

tour patterns for several of the measured and calculated
quantities have focused attention on the intermj-ttent

boundary layer interface region. The maximum mean flow

acceleration of the core region appeared to be associated

with this region and fed to the conjecture that the overall
nonasymptotic st:ructure is due to the turbulent-nonturbulent

energy exchang.e mechanism at the interface.

Thq calculatiohs for the turbul-ent kinetic energy

balance showed tn,at production and dissipation approximately

l: ..1:::':_

l:. ) i:::r:::::::-j:
¡ :.t I ir:: t:i. ;
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balanced in the wall region. In the region of the boundary

Ìayer surface the convective diffusion of turbulent energy

increased to bal-ance the loss of turbul-ent kinebic energy

due to mean ffow convection. The results for the mean flow

convection term in this region could be interpreted as

indicab1ng an energy transfer process which accelerates

.the mean f low at the expense of the turbul-ent kinetic energy.

Contours of the viscous transport term displayed a behavior

related to the acceleration of the mean flow. Generally,

the yiscous transport term was small, but in eells along

the pipe axis the term approached magnitudes cgmparable

with the mean flow convection

The ease of conceptual-ization of bhe ftow sbructure

provided by using the contouring procedure for the present-

ation of the survey measurements was evident. Contouring

facíLitated the comparison of terms which differed widely 
i,

in magnltude. The important role that small magnitude :

quantitles could. play in a nonlinear process was emphasj-zed ,'

by the appearance of the contours of small terms. The

contouring technique was not accurate in the narror^rr, high

gradient regions near the turbulent interface.
jl''

The contouring has suggested that the flow may be

classified into general regions. The fl-ow associated with

the mean flow aeceleration and turbulent boundary layer

i.-rri:.:.:
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growth in bhe entrance was designated as an interaction
region. Further downstream, in the recovery region, the

mean and turbulent flow fields adjusted to the fully
deve.loped state. A region of upstream diffuser effects
was observed in the vicinity of the pipe exit, but these

were expected to diminish for higher Reynolds numbers,

Spe ctra measurements were not particularly indfcative
of the nonasymptotic development and suggested that this
behavior was mainly à characteristic of the low frequency

turbulence. Larger scatter in spectra results near the

wall and pipe axis agreed with bhe finding that the small

scale structure is best studied at an intermediate position.

cf the intermittency of the turbulent boundaryThe effeets e

layer 1n the interaction region 'hrere evident. A 5/3 region

existed for about a d.ecade of wave numbers for u spe,ctra

but for a smaller range for v and w spectra. The fsotropic
4/3 ratio for ener?gy densities held only for the upper I/3
decad.e. This implied that anisotropy existed over a

considerable range of the 5/3 region, Shear stress spectra

indicated nonzero shear stresses within this l/3 decade.

This suggestecl the existence of t'second cf ass" isotropy.

The lower limit of the normal isotropic region (as indicated

by extrapolation of shear stress spectra to zero) was nearly

coincident with the upper wave number limit of the 5/3

region.,lrlondimensional-ization using underestimated

1:; :.:
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dissipation values tended to hide the effects of wire length

attenuation in the dissipabion spectra. Typical .val-ues of

Lhe integral scafes obtained by extrapol-ation o'f spectra

results hrere .3 to .5 D.

Specialized turbulence measurements have indicated
several interesting features associated with the non-

turbufent side of the boundary layer interface. rn part-
icular, quadrant measurements of the Reynolds stress have

shown that u+v+ events become important in the nonturbulent

region. Nonturbulent longitudinal and radial- velocity
fl-uctuations appeared to be positively skewed. The

behavj-or of filtered signals was generally the same as for
unfiltered signals. This suggested that the nonturbul-ent

fluctuations were due to large scale turbul-ent structure.
A yisual analysis of individual events on photographs of
oscil-loscope traces qualitatively confirmed the findings
for the statistical measurements. A fl-ow model similar
to that given by Kibens (1968) andKovasznay et al (1970)

was indicated. Irrotational- fluctuatlons induced in the

free stream by the presence of the turbul-erit boundary

layer bulges appeared to cause an increase in the mean

velocity of the nonturbulent region. The iruotational-
flow was accelerated as it moved over a turbulent bu1ge.

The oyerall- effect was that the interface acted as a

contraction surface for the nonturbul-ent core fluid.
The interface mechanism whichr- was speculated to cause

iv;

I : ,.,:.1
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the nonasymptotic pipe flow deyelopment may also explai_n

the behavior of a more general class of trnegative

viscosityil phenomenon which occur when a wrinkled interface
exists between fluid movÍng aL different mean vefocities.

The following main conclusions can be drawn from the

pr:esent work:

'l' "'' '¡:..:.;::;.1. Turbul-ent pípe fl-ow develops in a nonasymptotic

manner. Both the mean and turbtllent behavior was ,.r,'',,.,.,

'::':.nonasymptotic. The nonasymptotic turbul-ent features
:appear downstream of the mean ffow features. Non-

asymptotic effects decrease at higher Reynolds numbers ,

l

2. The nonasymptotic development is reflected most

dramatically by the conyection and diffusion terms

ln the kinetic energy balance. The structure of small
,

magnitude terms indicated that a very complex dynamic

alancing was occurring in response to the nonasymptotic

development.

3. Smoothing and contouring were usefu'l- techniques for
the presentation and ana.lysis of the fl-ow measurements,

where flow changes were gradual. Abrupt changes, such

as occurred at the turbufent interface, were not

.represented well.

4. The diffuser can cause fairly extensive upstream

effects, which are most important aL lower Reynolds

r';:.:.:: 1".::
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nu,mbers.

5. 0n the basis of contou::Íng the deyeloping flow can

be divÍded Ìnto two broad regions; interaction and

recovery. Contoured results indicated that the

region associated. with the top of the growing

turbulent boundary layer was singularly important

for the nonasymptotic deyelopment

6. The nonasymptotic development is associated with

largç scale, 1ow frequency turbulent structures

This was. indicated. by spe ctra results and the.

. character of fil-tered statistical- measurements.

7. Nonturbulent fluetuations exist in the nonturbulent

core. These fluctuations appear to be induced by

turbulent bulges. The flow model proposed by

Kibens (fgOg) andKovas.znayet al (fgZO) appears to

be val-id. The turbulent-nonturbulent interface

appeare.d to act as a contraction surface for the

nonturbulent core fluid

It has been speculated that the overall- nonasymptotic

development occurs as a specific resul-t of the interface
''

mechanism. It has further been speculated that nonasymptotic :'::'r:::iiìi:

development is characteristic of aIl bounded developing

flo'ws; It has b-een. suggested that the present findings may

have impliQations for a wider class of flows.
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considerabl-e theoretical and experimentar work has

been directed towards the study of the errors involved in
flow measurements made wibh both pressure tube and hot wire
equipment. Discussions of these findings can be found for ,, ,, ,

example, in pankhurst and Holder (l-g51) , Hinze (I95g) ,

and Bradshaw (ryf l) . The errors invol_ved in bhe electronic
processing equipment and measuring instruments are stralght- ,t ;,,,,,..,.,1,

forward to assess, but, the errors involved in the response ]'' ''
..,... 1 ,

of the basic sensor to the measured quantity are themser_ves ' :-: :::

the subject of continuing research. The assignment of an

error to a particul-ar measurement is further complicated
since the turbulent flow structure is generally differen t i

:

at each measurement position. Measurements are generally
less accurate in regions of high mean velocity gradient
and high turbulence intensity.

The measurements of the mean velocity by the total-
pressure tube technique involves errors due to the effective : i

.,.::rjrj:r: ,: :i: ::.

displacement of the pressure tube in high mean velocity :'r',,¡"'

gradients, the variation of statlc pressure across the pipe , 
ttt, t 

,.'

and the effect of the turbul-ence on the total pressure

readings. using Patelrs (196Ð estimate of the displacement
ef fects, the maxi-mum ef fective pressure tube dispracement 

,¡..,,r,,,, ,,r
i:ì;j i:rlr: ':';::: ii

would be approximateJ-y 0 . 15 mm. Reichert (I9T )+) has det-
ermined that the static pressure is constant to within about
2%. Maximum errors in the total pressure measurements due
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to turbul-ence were approximately r.z% (cotostein; 1936).

Likley th,9 most important source of error was the changes

in Reynolds number due to variations in the tunnel oper-
J-ation (approximately r 2r'). üIhile individual- mean vel-ocity

measurements may be the order of say 5r, in error, the values

obtained after numerical- smoothing of the velocity profile
trends are considerably .improved and are more probably

of the order of 2f,.

The sources of errors for hot wire measurements are

numerous and are described in the first references given

above. The cumufative effect of the various errors can

be very 1arge. However, whil-e hot wire anemometry may not
give accurate absolute results, it is the ability of the

equipment to give reproducibfe resul-ts and indicate proper

trends which is most important. This is particurarily true
since often the measurements are nondimensional_ized by a

quantity cómputed from themselves (eg. v/u') or it is the

spatial gradients which are of primary importance. A more

detailed discussion of this point is given by Trupp (1973;

p. 7B) . Typical approxì-mate errors in the reproducibility
of üt, v', and wt hot wire measurements is t 3%, while for
uv tire error is + 5% .

References for Appendix A:

Pankhurst; R.C. and Hol_der, D.W., 1952, "Wi_nd Tunnel Tech-
niquer¡ , Pitman Press , London.

Goldstein, S., 1936, Proc. Roy. Soc. (A), I55, jTO.
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Hinze , J .0 . , 1959, rrTurbulencerr , McGraw-Hil_l Book Co .

New York, N.Y.

Bradshaw,'F. , I97I, "An Introduction to Turbul_ence and
ïts Measurementrt, Pergamon Press, Oxford.

PateJ-, V.C. , l-965, J. Fl-uid Mech . 23, f 85.

Reichert, J.K., I974, M.Sc. thesis, University of Manitoba,
Canada.

Trupp, 4.C., I973, Ph.D. thesis, Universíty of Manitoba,
Canada.
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endix B: Comments on the TM-377 turbul_ence processor

The TM-3TT nultifunction turbul_ence processor used

,:::,:::-::::t.:

, 
=,!f J¿l-

D-t¡D-1

for the majority of the measurements concerned with the
turbul-ent-nonturbulent interface (reported in chäpter B)

was the prototype model- of this instrument. As. a resurt
of the experience gained with this instrument, an improved

model- is now under development. only minor changes are

antici-pated in the basic el-ectronic configuration of the

instrument. The modificati-ons are expected to greatl_y

i mprove the thermal stability of the instrument. output
voltage drifts as great as l0 mv/oc were observed for the
prototype processor. These r¡rere especially significant
when measuring the higher order turbulence moments and

required that the offset voltages be noted at very fre-
quent interval-s. some improvement was obtained by insu-
lating the el-ectronics cabinet and alJ-owing very long

warm-up times. Aside from this offset vortage drift,
the high l-inearity of the circui-t eomponents (the multi-
plier network and squaring circuits employed Burr Brown

4205-K multipliers) provided the various transfer functions
with an overall precision estimated to be better than r%

for referenee voltages between .1 and l0 vol_ts.

A system bl_ock dlagram for the probotype is given

bel-ow. An increased number of BNC outputs from the multiplier
network is proposed for the i-mproved system al_lowing the



s imultaneous meas urement

of the u ,and v signals.

electronic design of the

the manufacturer (Tri Met

Avenue, Winnipeg, Canada)

¡iFÈ

A

I¡ ¡!
B

of the skewness and fl-atness factors

Further details concerning the

instrument can be obtained from

Instruments Ltd. , IT92 St. Mathews
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] TABLE 1

MEAN FLOI/ü PARAMETERS (x/D = 60.3)

Bul-k fl-ow velocity,

Centerl-ine velocity
Frj-ction vefocity,
I¡Iall shear stress,

Pipe radius, R

Kinematic viscosity
Dens ity ; p

Reynolds number, Re

' LT.3 m,/sec

, 2O.T m/sec

.79 m/sec
a1.^ 4t ¿.o¿ m,/sec

' 0508m

-q )L.59 x 10 ' ,¡¡-/sec

l.IB ke/n3

54900

U-
.u

,u"
U.,

'c*/Q

,v

= U-R,/v
D
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TABI,B 2

TURBULENCE PARAMBTERS FROM SPECTRA MEASUREMBNTS

x./D v/R ur
t 

^2 
/"'"3(m/sec) (eqn. 3.1)

)r
n x 10'(m) R.

A

A x ro3(m)
(eqn . 7 .2)

1.8

10.6

20.5

30.3

4o.z

50.5

60.3

65 .2

.90

.90

.40

.90

.55

.25

.90

.lo

.10

.90

.50

.10

.90

.50

.10

.90

.50

.10

.90

.50
-l rì

!.7 4

1.41
0.94
0 .25

l-.,48
0.97
0.40

r.56
r.04
0 .65

1. 61
1.21
0.81

r.75
L .26
0.91

L.T 2
1.21
0.87

r.69
1 .13
0. 84

396 "

r3z.
34 .7
)o

TL2.
30.5
3.9

r37.2
38.4
11. 0

113.
4s.a
19. 3

r47.
38. 4
22 .0

162.
36.3
20.r

L62.5
28 .9
rB.4

0.56

0.74
1.04
1.93

O..T T
1.07
I.T9

0.74
1.01
1.38

0.77
.98

1.20

0.72
I .01
r. 16

0.7L
1.02
1. 19

o. zr
1.09
I.22

r47 .

t6T .

r46.
35.1

201.
166.

T7.o

200.
l-69.
r23.

)aR
2r4.
143.

c lttr,

247 .

t69 .

225.
235.
162.

zrB.
233.
L59.

7 .30

20.7
16.1
r0,2

)70
..J.J
20.0

20)
26 .2
24 .9

30.2
Jf .u
29 .0

38..6
39.7
38.3

39.9
48.0
39 .9

33.0
42 .9
L) 7.
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Figure 92(C) (See Table 3)
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